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 1. CITY COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING 

  
 
This meeting will be conducted in a hybrid in-person / online format. The Council will 
be present in-person in the Council Chambers and members of the public are 
welcome to attend in-person as well. Members of the public also have the choice to 
view and participate in the meeting online via Zoom. 

 

To attend the meeting in-person 

Come to Sandy City Hall (lower parking lot entrance). 

39250 Pioneer Blvd., Sandy, OR 97055 

 

To attend the meeting online via Zoom 

Please use this link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88324708454 

Or by phone: (253) 215-8782; Meeting ID: 883 2470 8454 

 

Please also note the public comment signup process below. 

 

 2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

   

 

 3. ROLL CALL 

   

 

 4. CHANGES TO THE AGENDA 

   

 

 5. PUBLIC COMMENT 

  
 
The Council welcomes your comments at this time. 

 

If you are attending the meeting in-person 

Please submit your comment signup form to the City Recorder before the regular 
meeting begins at 7:00 p.m. Forms are available on the table next to the Council 
Chambers door. 

 

If you are attending the meeting via Zoom 

Please complete the online comment signup webform by 3:00 p.m. on the day of the 
meeting. 
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The Mayor will call on each person when it is their turn to speak for up to three 
minutes. 

 

 6. RESPONSE TO PREVIOUS PUBLIC COMMENTS 

   

 

 7. PROCLAMATIONS 

   
 

 7.1. Arbor Month 2022  
Arbor Month 2022 

4 

 

 8. CONSENT AGENDA 

   
 

 8.1. City Council Minutes  
City Council Goal Setting - 05 Mar 2022 - Minutes - Pdf 

City Council - 07 Mar 2022 - Minutes - Pdf 

5 - 14 

 

 9. PRESENTATIONS 

   
 

 9.1. Government Relations Update 

Pac/West Lobby Group  

 

 

 10. OLD BUSINESS 

   
 

 10.1. SandyNet ARPA Project Approvals  
SandyNet ARPA Project Approvals - Pdf 

15 - 64 

 

 11. NEW BUSINESS 

   
 

 11.1. CCTV Package for Wastewater Collection System I&I Improvements - Basins 6 & 7  
CCTV Package for Wastewater Collection System I&I Reduction - Basins 6 & 7 - Pdf 

65 - 76 

 
 11.2. Wastewater System Collection System I&I Improvements - Emergency Stormwater 

Pipeline Repair  
Wastewater Collection System I&I Improvements - Amendment #3: Emergency 
Stormwater Pipeline Repair - Pdf 

77 - 83 

 

 12. REPORT FROM THE CITY MANAGER 

   

 

 13. COMMITTEE /COUNCIL REPORTS 

   

 

 14. STAFF UPDATES 
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 14.1. Monthly Reports   

 

 15. ADJOURN 

   

 

 16. CITY COUNCIL EXECUTIVE SESSION 

  
 
The City Council will meet in executive session pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(f) and 
(2)(h). 
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Arbor Month 
Proclamation 

Whereas, In 1872, J. Sterling Morton proposed to the Nebraska Board of Agriculture that a 

special day be set aside for the planting of trees, and 

Whereas, this holiday called Arbor Day, was first observed with the planting of more than a 

million trees in Nebraska, and Arbor Day is now observed throughout the nation and 

the world, and  

Whereas, the State of Oregon recognizes the month of April as Arbor Month, and 

Whereas, trees reduce the erosion of our precious topsoil by wind and water, cut heating and 

cooling costs, moderate the temperature, clean the air, produce oxygen and provide 

habitat for wildlife, and 

Whereas, trees in our city increase property values, enhance the economic vitality of business 

areas, and beautify our community, and 

Whereas, trees, wherever they are planted, are a source of joy and spiritual renewal, and 

Whereas, the City of Sandy is now recognized as a Tree City USA by the National Arbor Day 

Foundation and desires to expand its tree-planting and stewardship practices. 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Stan Pulliam, Mayor of the City of Sandy, do hereby proclaim 

April 2022 as 

ARBOR MONTH 

In the City of Sandy, and urge all citizens to celebrate Arbor Month and to support efforts to 

protect our trees and woodlands, and  

Further, I urge all citizens to plant trees to gladden the heart and promote the well being of 

this and future generations.  

Dated, this 4th day of April, 2022 Mayor:   ______________________________ 
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MINUTES 

City Council Meeting 

Saturday, March 5, 2022 9:00 AM 

Sandy Library Community Room 

 

 

COUNCIL PRESENT: Stan Pulliam, Mayor; Jeremy Pietzold, Council President; Laurie Smallwood, Councilor; 
Richard Sheldon, Councilor; Kathleen Walker, Councilor; Carl Exner, Councilor; and 
Don Hokanson, Councilor 

 

COUNCIL ABSENT:  

 

STAFF PRESENT: Jordan Wheeler, City Manager; Jeff Aprati, City Recorder; Andi Howell, Transit 
Director; Angie Welty, Human Resources Director; David Snider, Economic 
Development Manager; Ernie Roberts, Police Chief; Greg Brewster, IT/SandyNet 
Director; Jenny Coker, Public Works Director; Kelly O'Neill Jr., Development Services 
Director; Rochelle Anderholm-Parsch, Parks and Recreation Director; Sarah McIntyre, 
Library Director; and Tyler Deems, Deputy City Manager / Finance Director 

 

MEDIA PRESENT:  
 

1. OPENING REMARKS 

Reflections on 2021 

The Council reflected on the progress and challenges of the past year, and shared the 
following thoughts: 

• Need to focus on community amenities 

• Need to purposefully manage the effects of growth 

• Importance of proactive communications 

• Challenges brought by the pandemic 

• Evolution of the Council's group dynamics 

• Need to align budget more closely with strategic priorities 

• Proposal to include public input into each Council packet 

• Importance of community fellowship and COVID recovery 

• Importance of contractor accountability 

• Need to preserve the town's history 

• Importance of employee recognition 

• Need for shorter, more streamlined agenda packets 

• Need for economic development, urban renewal, and SandyNet, and facilities 
strategic plans 

• Need for a Council liaison to the City's government relations team 
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City Council  

March 5, 2022 

 

Draft Vision Statement 

The Council discussed concepts including innovation; pioneers; livability; community 
connections; restfulness; living, working, and playing; town versus 'city; and a 'can-do' 
outlook.  The consensus was that additional input would be sent to Councilor 
Hokanson, who will synthesize and report back. 

 

2. Sandy Community Campus Next Steps   
 2.1. Sandy Community Campus Next Steps 

 
Staff Report - 0541 
 
The Parks and Recreation Director summarized the staff report, which was 
included in the agenda packet. 

  

Council discussion ensued, involving the following topics: 

• The importance of proactive public communications, explaining the 
path forward 

• Cost implications inherent in the timing of any needed demolition work 

• Whether it would be prudent to move forward on park improvements 
ahead of the rest of the campus, and the extent to which such 
improvements could help drive momentum for the rest of the project 

• How existing urban renewal cash should be allocated toward the 
project 

• The importance of public involvement 

• The feasibility of a successful general obligation bond 

• Concern regarding tying the hands of future councils 

• The degree of detail needed before approaching voters 

• Other city priorities for seeking funding assistance from the State 

• Relative advantages of general obligation bonds versus special district 
formation 

• Whether urban renewal support should be conditional on a successful 
bond measure 

• Other possibilities for urban renewal investment, including lighting and 
streetscape improvements 

• The potential for the Campus project to serve as a catalyst to activate 
Pleasant Street. 

• Whether maintaining some financial flexibility in the urban renewal 
fund would be prudent 

  

The consensus of the Council was as follows: 

1. The PETF's report and recommendations make sense, but should be 
brought to a formal Council meeting for official adoption. 
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City Council  

March 5, 2022 

 

2. The recommendation to drain the pool makes sense, but an official 
decision should be made at a formal Council meeting with an 
opportunity for public comment.  It will also be important to effectively 
explain to the public the rationale for the decision and the path 
forward. 

3. Support for the proposed project management structure, and for a 
process that will result in park improvements that can be implemented 
on a faster timetable, thus helping drive momentum for the overall 
project. 

4. Further discussion on financing is needed.  Given emerging 
financial/economic challenges, an urban renewal investment lower 
than $10 million may be more feasible.  It may be prudent to condition 
commitment of urban renewal funds on the successful passage of a 
general obligation bond.  

 

3. Highway 26 Bypass Next Steps   
 3.1. Highway 26 Bypass Next Steps 

 
Staff Report - 0542 
 
The Council agreed to postpone this discussion to a future work session.  

 

 

4. Update on current status of 2021-2022 City Council Goals   
 4.1. 2021-2022 City Council Goals Update 

 
Staff Report - 0540 
 
The City Manager reported on the implementation progress of the Council's 
2021-2022 goals.  A progress matrix was included in the agenda packet.   

 

Council discussion ensued, covering the following topics: 

• Leveraging the second tranche of ARPA funding, potentially with 
matching funds from Business Oregon, for economic development 
purposes 

• Council's role regarding review of requests for proposal before they are 
issued 

  

The Police Chief also reported on public safety trends during the pandemic 
and developments related to homelessness, addressing challenges 
experienced by law enforcement and costs of removing recreational vehicles.  
The Council also provided feedback on the School Resource Officer program.  
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City Council  

March 5, 2022 

 

5. Adjourn  

 

  

_______________________ 

Mayor, Stan Pulliam 

 

 

_______________________ 

City Recorder, Jeff Aprati 
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MINUTES 

City Council Meeting 

Monday, March 7, 2022 6:00 PM 

 

 

COUNCIL PRESENT: Stan Pulliam, Mayor; Jeremy Pietzold, Council President; Laurie Smallwood, Councilor; 
Kathleen Walker, Councilor; Carl Exner, Councilor; and Don Hokanson, Councilor 

 

COUNCIL ABSENT: Richard Sheldon, Councilor 

  
PLANNING COMMISSIONERS    Jerry Crosby; Breezy Poulin; Steven Hook; Darren Wegener; Chris Mayton;  
PRESENT:                                       Jan Lee; Hollis MacLean-Wenzel 

  

STAFF PRESENT: Jordan Wheeler, City Manager; Jeff Aprati, City Recorder; Tyler Deems, Deputy City 
Manager / Finance Director; Ernie Roberts, Police Chief; Emily Meharg, Senior 
Planner; Kelly O'Neill Jr., Development Services Director; Chris Crean, City Attorney; 
and Jenny Coker, Public Works Director 

 

MEDIA PRESENT:  
 

1. CITY COUNCIL / PLANNING COMMISSION WORK SESSION - 6:00 PM  
 
 1.1. Development Code Amendments: Senate Bill 458 

 
Staff Report - 0543 
 
Sean Edging (Department of Land Conservation and Development), and the 
City's Senior Planner presented slides on Senate Bill 458, and its impact on the 
Sandy Municipal Code, respectively.  Both slide presentations were included in 
the agenda packet. 

  

Discussion ensued on the following issues: 

  

Senate Bill 458 

• Whether small condominium complexes would be more likely to be 
developed under this legislation 

• Superseding of the normal land use appeal process and imposition of a 
truncated clock 

• Concern about the City's lack of ability to maintain SFR zoning 

• Requirements for applications to comply with all other provisions of 
the development code 
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City Council  

March 7, 2022 

 

• Implications of the City's recent decision to allow 'detached duplexes' 

• Whether economic factors would result in many new duplexes 

• Concern regarding the appearance of the community, the loss of 
single-family neighborhoods, and motivations of developers 

• Whether expedited land use processes have occurred in the city 
previously 

• Procedural details on how relevant land division applications to would 
be processed and reviewed, and resulting effects on numbers of 
dwelling units 

• Concern regarding the erosion of local control over land use and 
development 

• Whether measures could be taken to dissuade developers from 
pursuing these methods, and potential implications regarding property 
rights 

  

Proposed Changes to the Sandy Development Code 

Feedback was provided on seven discussion questions posed by staff (included 
in the slide presentation) related to proposed changes to bring the code into 
compliance with Senate Bill 458.  The Council's feedback was as follows: 

• Issue #1: agreement with staff recommendations 

• Issue #2: agreement that it is important to recover all costs.  
Recommendation to attach to deeds, not just plats. 

• Issue #3: note that consideration should be given to access for 
stormwater retention ponds. 

• Issue #4: discussion of the need to advertise on social media, and to 
support local community newspapers.  Suggestion that newspaper 
advertising fees could be incorporated into revised permit fees to 
recover costs 

• Issue #5: after consideration, agreement with staff recommendations.   

• Issue #6: agreement with staff recommendations.  

• Issue #7: agreement to consider other potential changes at a later date, 
but to move forward with the proposed changes in the interim  

 

2. CITY COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING - 7:00 PM  
 

3. Pledge of Allegiance  
 

4. Roll Call  
 

5. Changes to the Agenda 

(none) 
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City Council  

March 7, 2022 

 

6. Public Comment 

(none) 

 

 

7. Response to Previous Public Comments 

(none) 

 

 

8. Consent Agenda   
 8.1. City Council Minutes 

February 22, 2022 
 
Moved by Carl Exner, seconded by Don Hokanson 
 
Adopt the Consent Agenda. 
 

CARRIED. 6-0 

Ayes: Stan Pulliam, Jeremy Pietzold, Laurie Smallwood, 
Kathleen Walker, Carl Exner, and Don Hokanson 

 
Absent: Richard Sheldon 

 

 

 

9. Presentation   
 9.1. Police Officer Oath of Office 

 
Mayor Pulliam administered the oath to Officer Anderson.  After the oath, 
photos were taken.    

 

 
 9.2. Kickoff Presentation: Comprehensive Plan Update 

Envision Sandy 2050 
 
Anaïs Mathez of 3J Consulting presented an overview of the Comprehensive 
Plan update process.  Presentation slides were included in the agenda packet. 

  

Council discussion ensued on the following topics: 

• Composition of the Community Advisory Committee 

• Methods for incorporating feedback virtually 

• The 'community conversation kit' process 

• Leveraging knowledgeable experts and stakeholders to help educate 
the community on the process 

• Considerations regarding feedback from constituents versus non-
constituents 

• The leadership role Council can play in championing engagement 
efforts 

• The need to engage stakeholders from across the community  
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City Council  

March 7, 2022 

 
 

10. New Business   
 10.1. Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) Package #3 - Existing Wastewater 

Treatment Plant Improvements 
 
Staff Report - 0544 
 
The Public Works Director summarized the staff report, which was included in 
the agenda packet. 

  

Council discussion ensued on the following topics: 

• Context for the needed scope increase given the high inflationary 
environment 

• Outlook for the overall project cost and potential impacts on rates 

• Importance of speed given rising inflation 

• Recent data regarding permit compliance 

• Need for condition assessments and asset management planning going 
forward 

 
Moved by Jeremy Pietzold, seconded by Laurie Smallwood 
 
Accept the Guaranteed Maximum Price Proposal from Slayden Construction 
for GMP#3 improvements at the existing Wastewater Treatment Plant in the 
amount of $3,554,037 and authorize the City Manager to sign an agreement 
for GMP 3 improvements. 
 

CARRIED. 6-0 

Ayes: Stan Pulliam, Jeremy Pietzold, Laurie Smallwood, 
Kathleen Walker, Carl Exner, and Don Hokanson 

 
Absent: Richard Sheldon 

 

 

 

11. Report from the City Manager 

• Thanks and appreciation for the recent goal setting session 

• Possible cancellation of the March 21st meeting 

• Reminder on 2022 Statements of Economic Interest 

• Police negotiations are upcoming 

• Transit operations contractor negotiations are upcoming 

 

 

12. Committee /Council Reports 

 

Councilor Hokanson 
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City Council  

March 7, 2022 

 

• Request for the Mayor to rename the Aquatics Subcommittee to the 
Community Campus Subcommittee (request granted by the Mayor) 

• Work on consolidating suggestions for vision / taglines is ongoing 

• Request to be involved with discussions regarding the contract for the school 
resource officer program 

  

Councilor Exner 

• Question regarding camping in Meinig Park; concern regarding vehicle skid 
marks 

• Concern regarding maintenance needs in Meinig Park 

  

Councilor Walker 

• Desire to be involved in the Comprehensive Plan update process 

• Pleased with new staff hires 

  

Councilor Smallwood 

• Question regarding repealing of mask requirements and returning to normal 
programming 

• Question regarding remote working protocols 

  

Council President Pietzold 

• Concern regarding the condition of paint on the Police Department building 

• Suggestion to try again to secure funding for a camera at Jonsrud Viewpoint 

  

Mayor Pulliam 

• Thanks and appreciation for the recent goal setting session 

• Importance of focusing on community concerns such as homelessness and 
crime; possibility of more updates from the Police Department 

• Acknowledgement of the recent passing of the founder of Country Coffee 
 

13. Staff updates   
 13.1. Monthly Reports   

 

14. Adjourn  

 

  

_______________________ 

Mayor, Stan Pulliam 
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City Council  

March 7, 2022 

 

_______________________ 

City Recorder, Jeff Aprati 
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Staff Report 

 

Meeting Date: April 4, 2022 

From Greg Brewster, IT/SandyNet Director 

SUBJECT: SandyNet ARPA Project Approvals 
 
DECISION TO BE MADE: 
Whether to award a contract for design and construction services for the SN 
ARPA/WWTP project.  
 
PURPOSE / OBJECTIVE: 
To expand SandyNet services to remaining underserved areas within City limits using 
American Rescue Plan (ARPA) funds and expand dark fiber to the WWTP from existing 
SandyNet infrastructure. 
 
BACKGROUND / CONTEXT: 
In November 2021 Council allocated $449,000 of American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) 
funds to SandyNet expansion. Staff solicited design-build proposals on February 9, 
2022 to provide an overview and separate design and cost sheets for both the ARPA 
and WWTP projects. Proposals were due on March 11, 2022. Staff received two 
proposals from OFS and Henkel’s and McCoy (H&M). Both responses provided designs 
and cost sheets, where staff has applied the projected cost/units from each bid and 
attached as Exhibit A. All potential sites which respondents provided estimates for are 
attached in Exhibit B. Staff has scored both responses with H&M as the winner. Scored 
criteria was based comparing relevant experience related to the project, understanding 
of the project approach and cost proposal.  
 
KEY CONSIDERATIONS / ANALYSIS: 
Both OFS and H&M had performed work for the City of Sandy during the 2014, fiber-to-
the-home build out project. Designed and implemented by OFS, H&M was the primary 
construction contractor for the 2014 project. For this project, OFS selected Northsky 
Communications for their construction contractor and H&M’s recent acquisition by 
MasTec now enables Henkel’s and McCoy to perform professional services in house, 
allowing for design and construction services. These organizational changes since 2014 
have resulted in the following estimated total costs for design/construction: 
  
OFS total project bid price (for both ARPA and WWTP)  

• Construction Labor Estimate: $2,502,341.96 
• Material Price Estimate: $74,438.54 
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H&M total project bid price (for both ARPA and WWTP) 
• Construction Labor and Material Price: $1,460,744.57 

o ARPA project costs estimated to come out to approximately $1,172,268 
o WWTP project costs are estimated to come out to approximately $314,603 

  
The WWTP costs came in about $150,000 cheaper than anticipated from the original 
$500,000 estimate and the ARPA costs came in relatively close to its original 
projections of completing half of the locations in Exhibit B. The cost and availability of 
materials changes daily as inventory from distributors run extremely short. SandyNet 
has already experienced this within its own operations. Doubled costs on materials such 
as vaults are often paired with high lead times, some upwards of 30+ weeks. Some 
manufactures have stopped accepting orders in an attempt to regain control of their 
production queues. Changes like this have already required SandyNet to adjust its 
requirements for new developments offering more lax provisions such as non-traffic 
rated materials behind sidewalks. Prices laid out in the Bill of Materials attachments 
reflect ideal materials and costs. Costs can go up or down, depending on supply and 
which models/sizes are available. Industry experts and distributors are currently 
expecting telecommunication supplies to become even more scarce over the next few 
years as additional funding for broadband continue to be released on the federal and 
state levels, and as the fiber movement continues to gain traction as the US plays 
catchup on its broadband infrastructure. 
  
After a discussion with H&M it was confirmed that the scope of the project could vary 
without adjusting unit pricing. For example, the cost per linear foot of directional drilling 
would not significantly change if the total project scope was reduced. It was stated in the 
RFP as well as the follow up call with H&M that the funds allocated from ARPA for 
SandyNet were $449,000. Explanation in the previously responded prices are due to the 
number of service locations listed under Exhibit B. Staff wanted to make sure that all 
sites get a preliminary design before making the determination on which sections to 
proceed and which to eliminate.  
  
If the project is awarded by Council, Staff would work with H&M to finalize the optimal 
ARPA locations to serve and Staff would work with property management/owners to 
gain access rights to each of the service locations. Currently, the following locations 
under Exhibit G are selected for development. These locations were selected by 
comparing the density, need and number of requests for new service received in the 
past: 
  

• Knollwood Estates (60 units) 
• Sandy Industrial Park (37 units) 
• Sandy Vista Apartments (53 units) 
• 39501 Evans St (24 units) 
• 39662 Evans St (28 units) 
• Cedar Hill Gardens (20 units, depending on available funds) 
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These selected areas are subject to change, however prioritizing to five to six locations, 
we should be able to achieve our original goal of 60% take rate, or an estimated 120-
130 customers in those areas. 
  
The WWTP design and construction would be paid for by the Sewer Fund. Staff is 
currently confirming whether or not the $14.7 million award from the State would be 
eligible for this project. Initial discussion appears that it would be, but we have not yet 
received a final decision from Business Oregon and if any additional studies would be 
required before initiating the project. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff respectfully requests that Council authorize the City Manager to enter into 
agreements with Henkel’s & McCoy for:  

• Design and construction of broadband connectivity to the existing WWTP 
location with a not to exceed amount of $350,000; and  

• Build out of fiber to the remainder of underserved areas in Sandy with a not to 
exceed amount of $449,000 (allocated ARPA dollars).  

 
SUGGESTED MOTION LANGUAGE: 
"I move to: 

• Authorize the City Manager to enter into an agreement with Henkel’s and McCoy 
for design and construction of broadband to the Wastewater Treatment Plant, in 
an amount not to exceed $350,000; and 

• Authorize the City Manager to enter into an agreement with Henkel’s and McCoy 
for design and construction of broadband to remaining underserved areas in 
Sandy, in an amount not to exceed $449,000." 

 
LIST OF ATTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS: 
Exhibit A - Bill of Materials from both bids 
Exhibit B - SandyNet provided locations of underserved areas 
Exhibit C - Henkel's and McCoy RFP response 
Exhibit D - Henkel's and McCoy RFP Bill of Materials 
Exhibit E - Henkel's and McCoy Map Legend  
Exhibit F - Henkel's and McCoy WWTP Design 
Exhibit G - Selected Sites and Projected Bill of Materials 
  
NOTE: DUE TO LARGE FILE SIZE, ATTACHMENTS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM 
THE PACKET AND ARE AVAILABLE HERE: 
https://www.ci.sandy.or.us/sites/default/files/fileattachments/city_council/meeting/20611/
sandynet_arpa_project_approvals.pdf 
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Exhibit A

Item Desc QTY UOM Cost Per UOM Total

Fiber Counts

12CT SM Fiber 6100 LF 1.98$                  

48CT SM Fiber 8150 LF 1.98$                  16,137.00$       

-$                   

Conduit -$                   

1.25" SDR HDPE Conduit 9500 LF 19.00$                180,500.00$     

2" HDPE W/FUTURE BUILD Innerduct 10000 LF 32.00$                320,000.00$     

4-WAY Future-Path Innderduct W/Tracer (goes inside 2")10000 LF -$                   

Mule Tap 20000 LF -$                   

Proof duct 20000 LF 0.57$                  11,400.00$       

-$                   

Drops -$                   

Bore 9500 21.92$                208,240.00$     

Proof duct 9500 0.49$                  4,655.00$         

Pull Pre-Connectorized Drops 9500 13.59$                129,105.00$     

Vaults -$                   

NEW BASIS 24 x36x36 75 EA 1,568.99$          117,674.25$     

-$                   

Splice Cases and Splice Sleaves -$                   

FOSC 450B 65 EA -$                   

Prep Splice Case 65 EA 754.00$             49,010.00$       

Fusion Splice Sleeves 776 EA 31.91$                24,762.16$       

-$                   

MST 1 EA -$                   

Prep 72 EA 1,048.47$          75,489.84$       

Splitters and Prep -$                   

16ct 10 EA 330.00$             3,300.00$         

32ct 14 EA 330.00$             4,620.00$         

Overhead -$                   

18750 1.46$                  27,375.00$       

1,172,268.25$ 

H&M ARPA
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Exhibit A

Item Desc QTY UOM Cost Per UOM Total

Fiber Counts

24 CT SM Fiber 8750 LF 1.98$                  17,325.00$       

-$                   

Conduit -$                   

2" HDPE W/FUTURE BUILD Innerduct 8000 LF 31.73$                253,840.00$     

4-WAY Future-Path Innderduct W/Tracer (goes inside 2")8000 LF -$                   

Mule Tap 10000 LF -$                   

Proof duct 8000 LF 0.57$                  4,560.00$         

Vaults -$                   

NEW BASIS 24 x36x36 15 EA 1,568.99$          23,534.85$       

-$                   

Splice Cases and Splice Sleaves -$                   

FOSC 450B 1 EA -$                   

Prep Splice Case 1 EA 754.00$             754.00$             

-$                   

-$                   

Fusion Splice Sleeves 24 EA 31.91$                765.84$             

-$                   

MST - 12 Ports 1 EA -$                   

Prep 1 EA 1,048.47$          1,048.47$         

-$                   

Overhead -$                   

8750 1.46$                  12,775.00$       

314,603.16$     

H&M WWTP
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Exhibit A

Item Desc QTY UOM Cost Per UOM Total

Fiber Counts

36CT SM Fiber 6100 LF 0.36$                  

-$                   

Conduit -$                   

1.25" SDR HDPE Conduit 13175 LF 58.64$                772,582.00$     

1.25: SDR HDPE Conduit Rock 2653 LF 88.23$                234,074.19$     

Plow Drop 19100 LF 21.33$                407,403.00$     

Drill Drop 2865 LF 37.60$                107,724.00$     

Hand Dig Drop 1910 LF 37.60$                71,816.00$       

Pull Cable 19398 LF 2.36$                  45,779.28$       

Vaults -$                   

NEW BASIS 24 x36x36 0 EA 2,233.00$          -$                   

-$                   

Splice Cases and Splice Sleaves -$                   

Splice Terminal 20 EA 145.00$             2,900.00$         

Terminal 57 EA 198.51$             11,315.07$       

Splice Tray 38 EA 16.17$                614.46$             

-$                   

-$                   

Fusion Splice 1040 EA 58.64$                60,985.60$       

-$                   

MST 1 EA -$                   

Prep 72 EA 1,048.47$          75,489.84$       

Splitters and Prep -$                   

Splitter 10 EA 439.58$             4,395.80$         

Pigtail 191 EA 8.97$                  1,713.27$         

1,796,792.51$ 

OFS ARPA
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Exhibit A

Item Desc QTY UOM Cost Per UOM Total

Fiber Counts

36 CT SM Fiber 9036 LF 0.36$                  3,252.96$         

-$                   

Conduit -$                   

1.25" Subduct 8286 LF 58.64$                485,891.04$     

Pull Cable in Duct LF 2.36$                  -$                   

Vaults -$                   

NEW BASIS 24 x36x36 15 EA 2,233.00$          33,495.00$       

-$                   

Splice Cases and Splice Sleaves -$                   

FOSC 450B 1 EA -$                   

Prep Splice Case 1 EA 754.00$             754.00$             

-$                   

Splice Setup 2 EA 723.00$             1,446.00$         

Fusion Splice Sleeves 24 EA 58.64$                1,407.36$         

-$                   

MST - 12 Ports 1 EA -$                   

Prep 1 EA 1,048.47$          1,048.47$         

-$                   

-$                   

527,294.83$     

OFS WWTP
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March 11, 2022 

City of Sandy/SandyNet 
ATTN:  Greg Brewster 
rfp@sandynet.org 

Subject: SandyNet RFP FTTX Design/Build 

Dear Greg: 

Henkels & McCoy, Inc. (H&M) is pleased to submit this proposal to provide FTTX design-build for the above 
referenced project. H&M has the experience and capability necessary to meet your requirements based on 
our experience in providing similar design-build services across the country and continuing and sustaining 
the momentum gained by our successful 2014-2015 City of Sandy Fiber to the Home Project. H&M 
constructed the network that now serves approximately 3,754 homes within the City of Sandy. This also 
mitigates the need to acquire and train considerable resources in this current tight labor market. 

On December 30, 2021 MasTec, Inc. (NYSE: MTZ) acquired Henkels & McCoy Group, Inc. As a result of this 
transaction, H&M  is now a subsidiary of MasTec. MasTec brings scale, capital, and certification as a 
minority-owned business, which extends to H&M. 

The best method for us to begin our partnership is to achieve alignment on your project expectations and 
our proposal is through a face-to-face meeting. Please inform us of your availability.  

Thank you for the opportunity to work with the City of Sandy in our growing list of successful broadband 
deployments. Should you have any questions about our proposal or require additional information, please 
contact me at (208) 771-1372 or vbeattie@henkels.com. 

Sincerely, 

Vic Beattie 
Sr. Director - Telecom 
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1. PROJECT TEAM EXPERIENCE

H&M has assembled a design-build team that will meet the City of Sandy’s overall goals and 
objectives for the SandyNet FTTX Design/Build Proposal. We are a qualified construction and 
engineering contractor that has completed successful design-build projects within the last five 
years. We encourage you to contact our Owner’s representatives for these projects listed in our 
references for a testament to our abilities with designing, permitting, and constructing fiber 
optic broadband projects. 

The H&M team has learned best practices for 
streamlining the design and approval workflow, 
the City of Sandy area permitting landscape, 
and has qualified, available personnel ready to 
transfer knowledge gained from recent and 
past projects for the benefit of the the 
SandyNet FTTX Design/Build Project. The H&M 
self-performing construction and engineering 
teams have benefitted from our commitment to 
Operational Excellence through Continuous 
Improvement principles where they have 

worked together to analyze and challenge every step of their process and arrive at solutions to 
increase quality, eliminate “go-backs”, increase Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ), customer, 
and other project stakeholder satisfaction, and help lower costs. We want the City of Sandy to 
experience these same benefits. As a result, with the H&M team, the City of Sandy is receiving a 
knowledgeable design-build vendor experienced with broadband projects possessing ingrained 
engineering, project management, quality, and safety processes.  

In summary, Henkels & McCoy is committed to the success of our customers. With the benefit of 
over nine decades of industry experience, we are fully equipped to meet this commitment. Our 
local, regional, and national presence provides the management, safety, quality, supervision, 
craft, financial, and equipment resources to be a vital part of dynamic, long-term relationships. 
We continue to grow by providing the right mix of service and support to meet the changing 
demands of our clients. Due to our involvement with other broadband initiatives, we understand 
the complexity and concerns involved with designing and constructing large-scale fiber networks. 

Our Experience in Broadband Design-Build Projects 

Within this response, we have defined our schedule and resource plan (including a description of 
the proposed project phasing, implementation schedule, and chief milestones); our deep-seated 
safety, and quality processes; how we are mitigating the acquisition and/or allocation of 
resources due to our current workload; and the techniques H&M will utilize during the project to 
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ensure timely execution and methodologies used to enhance communications with all project 
stakeholders, both through our ingrained PMO culture.  

The following is an outline of H&M’s experience, background, and overall qualifications that 
present our administrative approach and project management techniques that we will deploy 
during the contract term to ensure the coordination and timeliness of the work, the managerial 
techniques and tools proposed to control the work, and the methodologies proposed to enhance 
communications between H&M, the City, and other project stakeholders and AHJs. 

H&M’s in-house engineering team will design and perform all permittting functions. 

With regards to implementation of subcontract forces, 
H&M requires that all subcontractors perform to the 
same standards as our own crews. Our subcontractors 
are considered a part of our project team and will be 
included in all meetings with our onsite management 
with respect to safety, productivity, and stakeholder 
satisfaction. This allows for a seamless deployment 
transparent to our customers. When H&M 
subcontracts portions of work, it does not change the 
interaction for our customer, as we pride ourselves in 
providing the highest level of professionalism and 
consistency for our customers. 

Quality Control Program 

The H&M Quality Management System (QMS) aligns with H&M’s project management 
methodology (PMM) approach. It satisfies domestic and international quality acceptance test, 
quality control (QC) inspection, quality assurance (QA) audit and QMS requirements for the 
completion of work as contractually stated and agreed upon by H&M and its customers. 

A process based QMS illustrates the process cycle, with the customer interface in defining 
requirements. Customer satisfaction requires the evaluation of information and customer 
perception in meeting customer requirements. The H&M process cycle contains a plan, do, 
check, and adjust methodology. 
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Quality is defined by the customer. There are standards, 
specifications, codes, drawings, written and oral instructions, 
memos, change orders, and other defining documents, but the 
customer will decide if our work meets quality standards. The 
better we understand the customer’s perception of quality, the 
better the job. 

Quality is doing a job right, the first time. “Right” includes 
following the drawings and specifications, as well as the wishes 
of the customer. If these are in conflict, we collaboratively work 
out a solution. 

Go-backs are costly and are not welcome in the eyes of our customer. No matter how good the 
job is at the end, go-backs impact the project schedule, a topic that is always important to the 
customer. 

Quality is checking as we go. Constant checking is the only way to keep a job on the right path. 
To help in this process we use a quality control checklist which is used constantly as a guide to 
make sure nothing is missed as the job progresses. 

Quality is a clean work site. No job is complete until it is cleaned up. Our current construction 
practices for directional boring is an assembly line approach which ensures final cleanup is 
performed behind our drilling operations. We strive to complete the final cleanup within five (5) 
days following construction. 

Quality is complete, accurate documentation. Accurate, legible, clean records, and as-built 
drawings are part of a quality job. We maintain the records as the job progresses. The final 
records provided to the customer are precise and delivered in a timely manner. 

Safety Program 

Henkels & McCoy is committed to Occupational, Health and Safety Excellence. From the 
beginning, it has been our philosophy that safety represents a commitment to protect our 
employees, customers, subcontractors, and the public. Based on this philosophy, we have 
created a corporate safety program that is well known throughout the industry and ensures that 
our safety performance results from continual evaluation and implementation of company and 
industry-wide best practices. In addition to our own initiatives, we uphold the standards and 
procedures adopted by our customer and industry groups. 

Our systematic approach to safety has received recognition from the National Utility Contractors 
Association, Pipeline Contractors Association, Mechanical Contractors Association of America, 
Texas Safety Association, Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, and JEA (Jacksonville Electric 
Authority). 
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Henkels & McCoy joined with other contractors and 
industry groups (IBEW, EEI) as a founding member of 
the OSHA Electric, Transmission & Distribution (ET&D) 
Strategic Partnership. This group is developing best 
practices and training programs specifically targeting 
the power electrical transmission and distribution 
industry. In January 2013, DuPont Sustainable 
Solutions presented Henkels & McCoy with its E.I. 
DuPont Safety Excellence Award in recognition of 
outstanding achievements during the past three years. 
At the presentation, DuPont representatives 
emphasized that, to their knowledge, no one outside 
of DuPont had ever received this award. 

Our commitment to safety and quality has enabled 
Henkels & McCoy to grow largely by customer referral, 
from one customer to the next, from a single truck and 

crew to a nationwide business. This same commitment has enabled us to assume an industry-
leadership position as a participant in an innovative partnership with OSHA to work mutually 
toward improving safety performance in the telecom industry. 

In addition, we are vigilant in developing relationships with subcontractors who share our 
commitment to our core values. In no area is this process more stringent than in safety. 

Our Safety Vision, Executive Safety Council Commitment statement and Safety Principles define 
our aspirations and our daily execution of these support our goal and mission of “Nobody Gets 
Hurt!” 

To be the safest contractor in the markets we serve and fulfill our daily mission of “Nobody Gets 
Hurt!”, we commit to actively participate in and provide the resources needed to achieve an 
injury free environment for employees, customers, and the public. Further, we will hold 
ourselves and each other responsible and accountable for safety at all H&M facilities, on all jobs, 
all the time. 

 Management is responsible for preventing injuries. 

 All hazards can and will be safeguarded promptly. 

 All injuries are preventable. “Nobody Gets Hurt!” 

A Safety Contact, delivered at the start of any meeting, is an important component of the H&M 
Safety Culture. 

 Sets the stage that safety is a value and an integral part of daily life at H&M. 
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 By keeping safety at the forefront of any formal agenda or gathering, we support our
vision of “Nobody Gets Hurt!”

A Safety Coaching Observation (SCO) is one of our core Safety Principles at H&M and is a way to 
demonstrate that we care for the safety, health and well-being of all people on the work site. This 
process benefits all employees in the following ways: 

 Identify and reinforcement of safe work practices through positive discussions

 Increase safety participation and motivation with all employees

 Raise safety awareness and increase hazard recognition with all employees

We will partner with the City to establish notification protocols and will comply with District 
background checks and identification badging requirements. 

Resources Available to the H&M Project Team to Ensure Quality and Timely Completion of 
the SandyNet FTTX Design/Build Project. 

Over a decade ago, H&M developed its Project Management Office (PMO) to add project 
management to its core values in the belief that only through professional project management 
could it successfully meet the demands of an increasingly complex world. As part of this 
transformation, H&M has developed a PM Methodology—based on the PM Institute’s PM Book 
of Knowledge (PMBOK)—and trained hundreds of employees on the practice of project 
management. This training has provided these employees solid project management skills. 

Consistency is the most significant output of the H&M PMO. By training project managers—H&M 
employs numerous certified Professional Project Managers (PMPs) ensuring the same processes, 
tools and techniques, resulting in less variation from job to job and project manager to project 
manager. 

Aside from consistent performance, 
the biggest differentiator between 
H&M and its competition is the effort 
placed on planning. Once a project 
manager is assigned to a project, the 
planning process begins. A detailed 
project plan is developed related to 
the management of safety, 
communication, schedule, scope, 
quality, resources, procurement, 
change, cost, risk, and contract. A 

considerable focus is put on the development of the schedule. H&M is committed to developing 
a schedule where tasks are logically linked, and progress is updated and communicated weekly. 
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The value to the customer is having a clear and substantiated understanding of the health and 
phase of completion of the project. 

Communication is another core tenet of the H&M Project Management Methodology. H&M 
discusses progress with the client throughout each phase of the project to eliminate any 
surprises and to address and resolve issues critical to the project’s success. Kick-off meetings are 
scheduled with all project stakeholders where expectations are set, and any ambiguity is 
eliminated. Regular project meetings are established and, once the project is underway, the 
H&M project manager submits weekly status reports that show progress and document any 
issues or changes. 

During the project kick-off meeting(s), H&M intends to collaborate with the City to agree on an 
Issue Resolution Ladder describing the process and the level that each project issue will be 
resolved as well as time limits for resolution or elevation. A proposed escalation process that we 
have successfully deployed on winning projects is as follows: 

Level H&M City or AJH 

I Superintendent Field Engineer/Inspector 

II Construction Manager Owner’s Representative 

III Sr. Project Manager Owner’s Representative 

IV Area Manager Director of Purchasing 

V Director of Operations Chief Operating Officer 

 

Efficient and timely communication is the key to successful project completion. As such, it is 
imperative that any disputes, conflicts, or discrepancies regarding project communications are 
resolved in a way that is conducive to maintaining the project schedule, ensuring the correct 
communications are distributed, and preventing any ongoing difficulties. To ensure that this 
project stays on schedule and issues are resolved, H&M will use its standard escalation model to 
provide a framework for escalating communication issues. The table below defines the priority 
levels, decision authorities, and timeframes for resolution. 

Priority Definition Decision Authority Timeframe for Resolution 
Priority 1 Major impact to project or business 

operations. If not resolved quickly there 
will be a significant adverse impact to 
revenue and/or schedule. 

Project Sponsor Within 4 hours 

Priority 2 Medium impact to project or business 
operations which may result in some 

Project Owner Within one business day 
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adverse impact to revenue and/or 
schedule. 

Priority 3 Slight impact which may cause some 
minor scheduling difficulties with the 
project but no impact to operations or 
revenue. 

Owner’s Representative Within two business days 

Priority 4 Insignificant impact to project but there 
may be a better solution. 

Owner’s Representative Work continues and any 
recommendations are submitted 
via the project change control 
process 

 

The following are H&M’s Issue Resolution Policies that guide a successful project: 

 All problems are job problems. 

 Issues will be resolved in a timely manner at the lowest practical level. 

 Either party can decide it is time to elevate. 

 Elevation is mandatory if the issue is not resolved by the time limit.  

 All team members are accountable to resolve or elevate within the time limit  

 When elevating, identify when cost or schedule will be impacted. 

 Write down and communicate the following information to all as we elevate: 

− The agreed upon problem. 

− Our best ideas for solution. 

− Where we are stuck. 

 Inaction is not an alternative. 

 Once made, a decision is owned and known by all. 

H&M utilizes various scheduling software programs to schedule and track work progress. The 
applications used vary from a spreadsheet-based system for simpler work to Primavera P6, for 
complex and larger projects. The advantage of the latter product is its capability to perform 
critical path analysis and resource planning. H&M’s project personnel develop the schedule logic 
from the work breakdown tasking, optimize the precedence diagrams, produce initial schedules 
for the client, and provide regular schedule updates. 

Project Approach  

H&M will design, permit, and construct a 100% underground fiber optic network consisting of 
1.25-inch or 2-inch conduit with innerduct and at least 12 strands of single-mode fiber pulled in 
from the primary distribution cabinet to tie in with this vault location. Splitters shall not exceed a 
1x32 split ratio. Cascade split distribution is acceptable if the tree is balanced and the optical 
budget to the CSP shall not exceed -18Dbm. H&M will also leave a pull string in this conduit for 
future use. 
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Installation methods 

Installation method of fiber infrastructure is at the discretion of H&M. Regardless of the method 
chosen the following requirements shall be met. Any exceptions to these requirements are 
noted in the response with an explanation of the reason for the exception. 
 All fiber shall be tested on the reel prior to being deployed, test results shall be provided. 

 A minimum of 36-inch cover for all cable installed in the Right of Way. 

 All installed cable shall be locatable. H&M will submit specifications of how location 
methods will be installed and accessed. 

 All landscaping, sidewalks, road surfaces, curbs and gutters, etc., shall be restored to 
their previous condition upon completion of the installation. 

 All installed cable shall be pulled into appropriately sized conduit with innerduct to 
maximize available conduit space. 

 H&M shall ensure that the quality of OSP network facility infrastructure has the ability to 
deploy XGS-PON. 

H&M fully understands and have priced within this response, unless specifically excluded, all 
materials, labor, tools, equipment, and transportation to execute this project. We shall comply 
with all provisions contained within the RFP (unless otherwise noted). With a project of this 
magnitude, we understand and fully intend to work with the City to ensure that both parties 
understand the process and the costs associated with this deployment. 

Through our work on all broadband deployments, we understand the importance of safety. We 
have refined the process for the City’s notifications of crew whereabouts and work activities so 
all project stakeholders are kept abreast of the planned scope and location of work every day. 

The following desribes our chief phasing, implementation, and milestones. Some of the phases 
below will take place concurrently: 

1. Upon receipt of the NTP, H&M engineering team will commence field surveying, data 
collection, and preliminary design for associated areas. Following City review and approval of 
the preliminary design, the final design phase will commence to produce detailed, low-level 
design plans. In this step, detailed drawings will be prepared in accordance with AHJ 
requirements. Drawings will show all necessary construction details. H&M shall finalize the 
drawings and specifications to the level needed for construction and for obtaining permits. 
When H&M believes the drawings and specifications are sufficiently complete, H&M shall 
submit the detailed permit drawing packages to the City for review and approval (if 
applicable). All drawings requiring City approval will be submitted in a mutually agreeable 
transmittal method (email, cloud storage upload, etc.). H&M will schedule seven (7) days for 
City review and approval/comment for each ROW segment. Comments received from the 
City will be incorporated into a revised set of drawings and will be resubmitted to the City to 
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confirm that all comments are addressed. H&M will make every effort to expedite permit 
submittal for these long lead permits to obtain approvals as quick as possible. The City and 
H&M will also mutually agree on the quantity of conduit and handholes to order at this time 
due to extended manufacturing durations.  

2. Concurrently with #2, after receipt of the NTP, H&M will be authoring our detailed Project
Execution Plan and Communications Plan, refining the project schedule, setting up the job in
our financial system, creating document repositories, and preparing for the project kick-off
meetings. As we did for the previous City of Sandy project, we will collaborate with the City
to determine available City land that can be used for a project laydown yard. We have
excluded rent costs for a yard in the bid pricing and will use a job trailer for the job office at a
mutually agreed upon location provided by the City.

3. H&M will garner necessary permitting details, requirements, and timelines from all
Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) of the rights-of-way. H&M will establish ongoing
communication with the various permitting agencies to avoid any “surprises”. During the
design activities, potential problem areas will be identified, and a mitigation plan will be put
in place to be able to continue with production in other areas if necessary. Throughout the
City of Sandy, project permitting processes, we have acquired an understanding of the
permitting workflow and timelines for several AHJs and have built relationships with these
jurisdictions.

4. When OSP ROW work is available, H&M will mobilize OSP crews to the jobsites. H&M is
planning on utilizing OSP self-performing crews on the project, including utilization of an
H&M professional locator to assist in sweep of utilities to prevent and minimize damage to
non-located or mislocated utilities; therefore, these crews are comprised of H&M employees
capable of meeting all of the City of Sandy’s-required security and background checks. Days
and hours of work will be mutually agreed upon between H&M and the City of Sandy and
other project statkeholders. Due to our previous experience working at other facilities, we
understand that we must work with the City of Sandy for facility access so as not interfere to
with the City’s functions. Crew locations and scope will be documented and transmitted to all
applicable stakeholders as needed.

5. Once a considerable footage of conduit has been placed on the public ROW, the fiber optic
cable installation will begin. Fiber optic cable installation within new conduit is up to 25X
faster; therefore, this task generally waits until enough conduit footage has been installed to
not hinder cable installation crews.

6. Near the completion of the fiber installation phase, fiber terminations, splicing, and testing
begins in order to finish shortly after the last reel of cable is placed.
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Map and Components of Proposed Solution(s) 

The attached maps show the components and proposed solutions for the following three (3) 
design paths. Also attached is the H&M design map key and the associated BOM for each map. 
Each map forms the basis for our lump sum design-build pricing for unit addresses and mainline 
tie in locations. 

 CONNECTION FROM THE SANDY CENTRAL OFFICE TO SANDYS EXISTING WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

PLANT (WWTP) 

 NON ARPA EXPENDABLE FUNDS FOR SANDYNET OVERLAY ACROSS NEW WWTP DESIGN. (NOTE: 
ONLY APPLIES TO WWTP; DOES NOT TRANSLATE TO CHANGE OF DESIGN OR PRICE.) 

 MDU/BUSINESSES FOR SANDYNET ARPA. 
 
See attachments: 
A1-SandyCentral-WWTP.kmz 
A2-MDU-Business-SandyNetARPA.kmz 
B1-HM-DesignMapKey.pdf 
C1-Pricing-BOM-Sandy-Central-WWTP.pdf 

Key components of the planned route include the following: 

 Design and permit all public ROW pathways shown in the planned route.  

 Furnish and install one 1.25-inch or 2-inch HDPE conduit along the planned route. 

 Furnish, install and splice 12-count fiber optic cable along the planned route.  

 Furnish, install and splice terminals and associated splitters. 

 Allocate fiber strand to each business, MDU and.or mobilehome. 

 Provide GPS coordinates of vaults, terminals, and splice locations. 

 Furnish and install vaults at planned route. 

 Test all splices and turnover splice documentation to the City of Sandy. 

Because we are vendor neutral, we will recommend solutions for the betterment of the project 
without any bias to one manufacturer. The materials that H&M has selected for this project are 
as follows:  

*H&M will work with all suppliers we know to procure project materials. However, despite our 
best efforts, current supply chain issues have made material lead times challenging; in our 
experience, they can vary from two weeks to two years depending on the product. 

Material escalation costs are excluded from this proposal. Since material vendors cannot 
determine future cost escalations, H&M cannot accurately forecast the cost impact to the City. 
Material vendors’ pricing validity will expire prior to the Notice of Award. Should H&M be 
awarded this contract, upon NTP, H&M will request updated pricing and lead times for all 
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material. Any cost escalation at time of H&M material orders following NTP will be the 
responsibility of the City.  

H&M’s key responsibilities and general project execution approach consist of project 
management; design and permitting; and construction. These key responsibilities are further 
defined below. 

Project Management 

Safety 

It is the policy of H&M for the project execution team assigned to the this project maintain an 
effective safety and health program described throughout this response. H&M recognizes that 
effective employees are our most valuable asset. 

Therefore, the design and implementation of the H&M Safety Program, as well as the design and 
implementation of the SandyNet FTTX Design/Build project’s Site Specific Safety Plan is aimed at 
providing each employee, contractor, company, and the public a safe and healthy work 
environment. 

Quality 

To ensure adherence to our Quality Management System (QMS) described herein, the project 
execution team assigned to this project will utilize iAuditor, a cloud-based quality control 
software program for managing quality. This program provides a platform for performing and 
documenting inspections, tracking deficiencies and corrective actions, scoring subcontractors 
performance, and documenting crew performance. The iAuditor app ensures consistent quality 
inspections and documentation in real-time. We can provide the City with access to iAuditor for 
real time access to project quality photos. 

The Associate Project Manager (APM) and/or Project Manager (PM) are responsible for 
completing at least one Quality Audit on this project per week. The Quality Audit report will be 
kept in the file while the electronic copy is attached to the Work Order System. Any deficiencies 
found will be addressed with the crew and fixed prior to H&M’s request to the customer for 
issuance of a certificate of Initial Acceptance. 

The crew is responsible for following the installation methods described on the drawings and 
specifications for the work being performed as well as for addressing any substandard work 
performed by other crew members. Issues are corrected in a timely fashion, typically when 
detected. If not possible, the supervisor responsible for the nonconformance/noncompliance 
informs the Construction Manager who then coordinates with the construction crews to correct 
the problem. 

All detected nonconformance issues are documented and the results archived in the appropriate 
Quality Record. H&M utilizes a Non-Conformance Report and similar Test, Inspection, and Audit 
checklists to document, monitor, and track all quality issues to closure. 
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The APM/PM will be the customer’s point of contact if a satisfaction issue arises. If the customer 
is not receiving satisfactory responses, the customer should contact the regional director or 
executive sponsor if the PM has not been able to resolve the matter. 

Management, Supervision, and Execution of the Work 

H&M proposes to manage this project with a highly experienced, dedicated team. H&M’s 
APM/PM will directly control the project team and deliverables. The Project Manager will be 
supported by the following: 

 H&M West Region Project Delivery Office 

 H&M Project Engineer 

 Construction Manager 

 Project Controller 

 Field Personnel 

H&M shall provide professional project management for the entire project, which includes 
managing the cost, schedule, quality, and scope. The H&M PM will be responsible for informing 
the City in a timely manner when challenges impacting any of these items arise, so the City can 
make timely, informed decisions throughout the Project. 

Our proposed project execution team involved with the day-to-day management of the project 
consists of the following individuals: PM, Construction Manager, and Project Controller. A brief 
description of their duties follows: 

Project Engineer 
 Develops underground fiber route maps and executes tasks such as route analysis 

 Assures all designs ddhere to industry standard regarding construction and maintenance 
of the entire network design 

 Assists in developing the project the scope, budget, and schedules for the projects 

 Develops weekly project status reports to the project team and all project stakeholders 

 Assumes charge of fiber optic verification and all cable route mapping activities 

 Identify and rectify network engineering problems.  

 Inspects the network designs. 

 Develops and provides As-Built drawings to all project statkeholders 

Project Manager 
 Has overall responsibility for the project. This includes planning, monitoring and control 

of safety, scope, quality, schedule, cost, and customer satisfaction. 

 Will be the primary liaison with the City to coordinate all aspects of the project. 

 Responsible for ensuring timely and accurate internal and external tracking and reporting 

 Responsible for financial tracking: production, labor and material costs, invoicing, A/R 
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 Work with assigned H&M scheduler to create and maintain the project schedule 

 Document and control changes from project baselines (scope, schedule, cost) 

Construction Manager 
 Responsible for field safety, health and security 

 Overall, responsible for construction activities 

 Identify daily labor, equipment, and material needs of the project 

 Ensure quality of construction 

 Support the management and tracking of subcontractors 

 Support new hire paperwork and orientation needs 

 Order and track all construction equipment and maintains an updated equipment list 
(with PM) 

Project Controller 
 Responsible for information processes, procedures, systems, and data integrity 

 Work with the PM to ensure that all information is collected and processed accurately, 
analyzed effectively, and reported to the appropriate stakeholders 

 Support the PM on contract compliance and financial issues 

 Daily processing of Daily Work Reports (DWR), POs, invoices, and billing following PM 
approvals 

To effectively manage the project, upon award, H&M will develop a Communications Plan to 
establish single points of contact for the City, H&M, and other stakeholders involved in the 
project. One of the main purposes of the plan is to ensure timely and appropriate generation, 
collection, dissemination, and storage of project information. This plan also contains individual 
plans for unique stakeholders that require special consideration on the project. 

Dissemination of information is an important task within any project. Frequent communication is 
critical to H&M, the City, and stakeholder satisfaction. Sharing of information is critical on 
projects with the number of stakeholders and critical constraints. The Communications Plan will 
provide the process and workflows for all the major types of information flows on the projects. 

Material Management 

The H&M project execution team has responsibility for all four phases of the material handling 
process including receiving, inventory control, disbursement, and final turnover of all final 
reports and excess materials to the City. The project team will be responsible for material 
accountability by expediting and tracking material shipments. Once materials are received, each 
shipment will be inspected for damage. Once the materials are accepted and off-loaded at the 
site, the materials will be removed from inventory and documented as closed. 

Additional material management responsibilities are as follows: 
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 Receive, inspect, store, secure, and ship all materials. 

  Interface with all construction site superintendents to coordinate material delivery 
schedules to ensure material deliveries do not hinder construction progress, eliminating 
any crew wait times. 

 Review material receiving report to inspect shipments for proper quantities according to 
Bill of Lading (BOL). 

 Provide inventory control with receiving report and BOL. 

 Inspect all internal site shipments for proper loading and BOL count. 

 Report any discrepancies or non-conformances of the provided materials. 

Scheduling, Tracking, and Reporting  

Scheduling 
The schedule shall be used to plan, organize, control, and execute each sequence of the work 
and forecast remaining work. H&M shall ensure that all City and subcontractor work, and 
acquisition and delivery of materials and equipment, as well as its own work, are included in the 
schedule and that the schedule represents a coordinated plan of work to provide for the 
practical execution of the project. 

Throughout the course of the project, H&M shall prepare and submit an updated schedule of 
work to reflect actual work progress of design activities, permitting, and construction. The 
schedule will be prepared using Primavera (P6) scheduling software. 

At the project kick-off meeting, H&M shall submit the refined project schedule to the City. The 
schedule shall include all milestone dates and shall indicate the commencement and completion 
dates of the various activities of the work, including the dates when information and approvals 
are required from the City. The schedule shall also illustrate the following: 

 Planned progress for each pertinent activity, as well as for the overall work during the 
period of agreement performance; 

 The shift and work week basis for each activity (e.g., number of working days per week, 
number of working hours per day); 

 Predecessor and successor activities for each activity, as well as lag relationships and 
durations; 

 Milestone dates for drawings and permits to be prepared and/or obtained by the City, 
with specified time limitations; 

 Interface and/or coordination with the work of other contractors, with specified time 
limitations. 

The schedule shall be monitored on a weekly basis through scheduling meetings and updated on 
at least a monthly basis to incorporate actual start and finish dates, to record actual progress 
achieved during the reporting period, and to provide a forecast of the next month's work. 
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Tracking and Reporting 

The project execution team assigned to this project will follow a comprehensive tracking plan to 
ensure this project is successful.  

H&M shall conduct progress meetings, prepare daily and weekly site and production reports and 
shall supervise and direct the work to complete the project. Furthermore, H&M shall host weekly 
project team meetings, including preparing agendas and minutes of such meetings. These 
meetings will allow H&M and the City of Sandy to collaboratively address and resolve issues 
critical to the success of the project. 

The following tracking and reporting methods ensure important information is communicated 
during the project, specifically with the project stakeholders—including the City, the H&M 
project team members, and other key individuals involved with the project: 

1. Plan of the Day (POD) including daily notification to all stakeholders of crew whereabouts, 
as needed. 

  

2. Skittle Tracker reports:  

 

3. Monthly Schedule Update. 
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4. On-site or MS Teams progress meeting with the City, as needed. 

Progress Tracking 
Skittle Trackers will be created, tracked, and disseminated to the stakeholders. Skittle Trackers 
allow a quick visual aid to capture cumulative work progress as compared to the total project 
quantities. 

Design and Permitting 

Design Services 
H&M will provide the necessary personnel and equipment to survey and design the SandyNet 
FTTX Design/Build Project. H&M will serve as the primary point of contact for the following tasks: 

a. Design of Preliminary Fiber Route: H&M will survey and identify routes that provide minimal 
conflict with existing underground utilities and construction obstacles. During the route 
design, in order to finalize detailed pathways, H&M will evaluate and consider construction 
timing and permitting requirements, along with future operations and maintenance (O&M) 
costs when finalizing and recommending the final route selection. H&M will base the fiber 
pathway design on field investigation of conditions, and on existing underground utility 
locations. Evaluation factors will include conformity to SandyNet network architecture 
guidelines, right-of-way (ROW) congestion, road and railroad crossings, as well as other 
factors consistent with a reliable and secure underground fiber optic cable pathway. 

b. Permitting and Licensing: H&M will contact all authorities having jurisdiction to determine 
their requirements for granting permits and licenses to construct the fiber optic network. 
This will include municipalities, utilities, Oregon DOT, railroads, ditch/canal authorities, 
Oregon conservation districts, and others. 

c. Permit and License Tracker: As preliminary pathways are determined, H&M will assemble a 
tracking workbook that lists all permitting and licensing authorities and includes points-of-
contact and web links for each. The workbook will list each permit and license application 
required for approval of the planned construction, and key dates associated with each, 
including submittal date, anticipated approval date, and actual approval date. The permit and 
license tracker will be updated daily to reflect actual permit and license application assembly 
activity, and to accommodate information provided by authorities having jurisdiction on their 
approval status. 

Following the preliminary phase, H&M will develop detailed pathway designs and specifications 
for each segment as required by SandyNet FTTX Design/Build Project technical specifications and 
the permitting and licensing authorities. Detailed designs will include CAD drawings and GIS 
information for complete end-to-end routing, all required pathways, and building entrances. 
Design documentation will also include any required interior pathways (if applicable), and layout 
of terminating/splice panels. Each pathway segment drawing will include routing and 
construction methods. 
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Design drawings will be provided in a mutually agreed upon format(s) (PDF, paper, .dwg, etc.), 
and will be geo-referenced, identifying the coordinate system referenced. The drawings will be 
developed showing sufficient detail to facilitate permitting and construction. 

Drawings shall show the planned fiber optic cable route, show locations of slack coils and splice 
enclosures, and call out major materials and reinforcements required to construct the route. Any 
new conduits or vaults that are needed shall be identified. 

The design plans will adhere to the National Electric Safety Code and other standard industry 
specifications. 

Fiber optic cable segments will be identified by notating fiber type, size, and cable count. 
Depending on the usability of existing conduit (if applicable), H&M will design a conduit route 
from the ROW into the properties, with hand hole or man hole as needed, and sufficient fiber 
slack. 

Cable splice locations will include distribution panels inside each facility, where two separate 
segments of fiber optic backbone cable are joined, and where lateral fiber optic cables are joined 
to the backbone. Design drawings identifying these key components will be developed and used 
by field crews to construct and test the fiber optic cable segments. 

Permit Administration 
H&M will provide Permit Administration services in support of the project. H&M will apply for 
permits, including supplying all required documentation. H&M will monitor the progress of 
permit progress and notify the City of any potential construction workflow impacts. H&M shall 
prepare and submit required permit applications, drawings, exhibits, and reports to all 
Authorities Having Jurisdiction of the rights-of-way. Communication with the permitting 
authorities will continue until all permits are approved.  

H&M will pay the permit fees and invoice the City on a cost-plus fee basis. The fee is stated on 
the Bid Form as a percentage added to the permit cost. H&M will invoice the City for all permit 
fees; bond premiums paid as a result of AHJ-required bonds (warranty bonds, maintenance 
bonds, performance/payment bonds, etc.); fees required by AHJs related to conduit record 
research; easement fees; police detail/patrol; work monitoring fees; inspection fees imposed by 
third parties; ODOT third party inspections; and all other third-party fees related to any 
installation. All deposits will be paid directly by the City. 

The City of Sandy will be responsible for paying all licenses, insurances, applications, and make 
ready fees and will likewise be responsible for obtaining and paying for all easements (if 
applicable). Any application fees required by utilities and other third parties will be the 
responsibility of the City of Sandy. 

As-Builts 
At construction completion, H&M will create detailed as-built electronic records identifying fiber 
count, underground running line data, conduit identification, splice cases, man holes, and 
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maintenance loops. H&M will create a GIS data set from the as-built data representing the 
SandyNet FTTX Design/Build Project fiber optic cable. The GIS data set will contain geospatially 
accurate data points associated with the SandyNet FTTX Design/Build Project fiber optic cable 
network infrastructure. The key field data will include the following: 

a. Underground conduit running line. Most of the new fiber optic cable network will be 
constructed in a new or existing underground manhole and conduit system. GIS data will be 
gathered in regular intervals along the conduit pathways, at each hand hole and manhole, at 
each side of major crossing, at locations where lateral pathways diverge from main 
pathways, and at all building entry points. 

b. Cable information. Final drawing records will contain cable identification (as per SandyNet 
FTTX Design/Build Project specification), type, size, and count information. 

c. Splice and handhole locations. Final GIS records will include geospatially accurate data 
associated with all OSP splice locations. This enables the City to locate handholes during 
snow cover.  

d. Slack storage locations. Final GIS records will include geospatially accurate data associated 
with all OSP slack storage locations.  

e. H&M will prepare and submit to the Oregon 811 (Utility Notification Center of Oregon) the 
fiber optic cable network as-built records on behalf of the City of Sandy. The cost imposed by 
Oregon 811 for establishing the City of Sandy FTTX network in their database is excluded. 

Construction Approach 

Unless otherwise noted, H&M shall install all infrastructure in compliance with the RFP and 
Technical Guidelines, with special attention to the following: 

 H&M shall invoice the City for stored materials. 

 H&M shall furnish, erect, maintain, relocate, and/or remove traffic control devices in 
accordance with all Authorities Having Jurisdiction of the work areas. 

 H&M shall always employ a competent superintendent to be present at the work site 
throughout the duration of the project. 

 All documentation shall be provided to the City upon successful completion of the 
project. 

 The installed systems and components shall be warranted for a period of no less than 
one year on parts and labor from the date of City’s acceptance. 

 Protection of the installed SandyNet FTTX Design/Build Project infrastructure prior to the 
City of Sandy’s acceptance. H&M shall be responsible for receiving, screening, and 
locating conflict 811 tickets. The cost for receiving 811 tickets is included within our 
pricing. 
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Our underground construction approach is based on the following conditions, assumptions, and 
criteria: 

 H&M shall install 1.25-inch and 2-inch HDPE (with innerducts) conduit system, primarily 
using horizontal directional drilling and plowing as follows: 

− Identifying and avoiding all existing utilities by complying with 811 requirements 
including contacting and confirming the location of utilities for entities not taking part 
in the 811 program (second tier members). Potholing to physically verify utilities shall 
be completed with coring and vacuum excavation. 

− Exclusive to H&M: dispatch an internal professional locator to sweep the area for 
mislocated and non-located utilities prior to excavation. 

− Removal and disposal of all vacuum and excavation contents at a dump site. 

− Properly maintaining and safeguarding all excavated areas including all potholes 
during construction. 

− Installing conduits at a maximum 36-inch cover depth. 

− In the event that subsurface conditions prohibit the installation of conduit via 
directional drill, ensuring that H&M and the City mutually agree on alternate 
construction methods and pricing. 

− In the event that contaminated material would be encountered H&M will notify the 
City of Sandy for their remediation. 

− During contract negotiations, ensuring the City and H&M agree on partial network 
acceptance provisions. This will allow the City beneficial use of portions of the 
network, release of retainage to H&M for the accepted portion, and start of the 
warranty phase for the approved segment(s). 

− Splicing of the conduits as minimally as possible 

− Installing one tracer wire on the outside or inside of the conduits. In rock conditions, 
tracer wire may be installed inside the conduit during cable placement to ensure the 
integrity of the tracer wire. 

− Proofing each duct upon completion. 

− Installing handholes. 

− Restoring all restoration, softscape or hardscape to original condition. 

− Hardscape restortoration to be billed at actual quantities identified at the time of 
construction. 

− Installing either 12-/24-/48-count fiber optic cable. 

− Splicing, testing, and terminations. 
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References 
Please see the below table for project references where Henkels & McCoy has provided broadband design-build services. 

Project  Description Reference Information Value End Date 

City of Sandy – FTTH Project Henkels & McCoy was responsible for constructing the network that serves 
approximately 3,754 homes within the City of Sandy, Oregon. We completed over 
225,000 feet of new conduit installation, and was responsible for cable placement, 
fiber splicing and testing, and service drop installation. 

OFS Optic Services 
Jeff Bush 
770-241-4713 
jbush@ofsoptics.com 
 

$4.3 Million 2015 

City of Beverly Hills FTTP, 
Beverly Hills, CA 

Henkels & McCoy, Inc. (H&M) was selected by the City of Beverly Hills (City) to 
construct a citywide fiber to the premise (FTTP) system to provide broadband 
internet infrastructure to homes and businesses in Beverly Hills. The FTTP system 
provides one fiber strand to approximately 20,000 homes and businesses within the 
distribution system. Scope of work included placement of 53 aerial miles and 40 
underground miles of network backbone fiber. 

City of Beverly Hills, CA 
Tristan Malabanan 
310-285-2512 
tmalabanan@beverlyhills.org  

$14 Million 2021 

Jefferson County School 
District – JeffcoNet Fiber 
Network Design and Build 
 
Colorado 

The District wishes to build and expand its own network to interconnect all District 
locations to its own data centers (2) and each other through District owned or 
cooperatively shared (governmental entities) fiber. 
The fiber network (JeffcoNet) connects 117 District schools and facilities, across a 
geographic area of approximately 800 square miles utilizing approximately 900,000 
route feet to the District’s two data centers. 

Vera Kennedy  
(303) 982-6511 
vera.kennedy@jeffco.k12.co.us    

$28.5 Million 
 

6/30/2023 
 

Hillsboro School District & 
City of Hillsboro Oregon 

Installation of a new fiber optic network necessary to connect the District’s 43 
schools and facilities together. The project is using a 432-ct backbone ribbon fiber, 
along with a 24-ct fiber, from backbone to the communication room termination 
point within each school. In total, H&M installed 74 miles of new build consisting of 
mostly UG directional drilling. The City of Hillsboro came to know about the School 
District’s FTTP project, they realized there was an opportunity to have their FTTP 
project coincide with the School District’s project.  

Diane Forbes – Owners Rep 
Diane.forbes@nis.consulting  
503-246-8585 
   
 McCarty, Sharon 
McCartyS@hsd.k12.or.us       

10.6 Million 
 

8/30/2020 
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Project  Description Reference Information Value End Date 

Adams 12 Five Star Schools 
School Connectivity Project 

Henkels & McCoy, Inc. (H&M) was contracted by Adams 12 Five Star Schools to 
engineer-procure-construct (EPC) a resilient, high-bandwidth fiber optic network 
connecting 61 Adams 12 facilities with 100 miles of fiber optic infrastructure, 
primarily constructed using underground directional boring methods utilizing 
numerous outside and inside plant self-performing crews. The project will increase 
current levels of connectivity and provide for growth between facilities 

Perry Movick – Owners Rep 
Adams 12 Five Star Schools 
720-972-6029 
0pmovick@adams12.org  

$18 Million 
 

6/30/2021 
 

Salem-Kaiser Public School 
District  
E-Rate 470 Fiber Optic Cable 
Infrastructure 

Provided an EPC high-Bandwidth fiber optic network turn-key cabling solution. 
Included was the installation of 125 miles of 12-to 288-count fiber optic cable to 
connect the 74 schools that make-up the district. Project scope was initially divided 
into 68 miles of new underground fiber cable installation, and 57 miles of new aerial 
fiber cable installation, directional drilling, cable splicing, as well as installation of the 
conduit into each building at the termination box, with all fibers terminated at the 
FDU. All cables were certified to 10 Gbps of bandwidth between endpoints. H&M 
self-performed allowing the project management team to schedule the work more 
efficiently reducing project completion by weeks. 

Diane Forbes- Owners Rep 
Diane.forbes@nis.consulting  
503-246-8585 

I 
$15.1 Million  
 

10/1/2018 
 

Siskiyou Telephone H&M has enjoyed a long-term relationship with Siskiyou Telephone since 2003. 
H&M’s ongoing project for Siskiyou Tele to complete approximately 197 miles for the 
outside plant fiber ring and infrastructure throughout Siskiyou County, CA. The 
project scope included trenching, rock sawing, placement of conduit, and placement 
of fiber optics and copper cable  

Carl Eastlick 
866-467-6001 
c.eastlick@siskyoutelephone.com  

$25M + 
 

On-Going –  
Est 2023 
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2. KEY PERSONNEL 

Resource Plan 

The project will consist of the following personnel resources. All resources are in place, locally; 
therefore, H&M will not experience protracted timelines involved with acquiring and/or 
transferring considerable personnel resources: 

 H&M engineering survey, design, and permitting administration personnel. 

 An H&M professional locator to manage utility locates and the contract locators. The 
contract locators are finding it very difficult to keep up with the volume of utility locates 
that must be performed within the 72-hour timeline dictated by 811. To remedy this 
situation, H&M will employ a full-time person to manage utility locates and the contract 
locators. Based on our project experience, our teamwork approach with the utilities and 
the contract locators has garnered goodwill and has mitigated downtime to crew 
production. 

 H&M internal directional bore crew(s), including traffic control.  

 H&M internal potholing and vacuum excavation crew(s) to determine physical location of 
all subsurface utilities within the projected bore path. 

 H&M internal handhole and conduit tie-in crew(s) to work concurrently with the bore 
crews. 

 H&M internal restoration crew(s) to work concurrently with the bore crews so 
restoration is completed immediately to the satisfaction of the City and all AHJ. 

 If required, subcontract crew(s) for directional boring, concrete restoration, etc. 

 H&M internal crew(s) for outside plant cable installation. 

 If required, subcontract crew(s) for the splicing, testing, and termination of the fiber optic 
cabling. 

Listed below are the key personnel we have selected for this project: 

 

Team Member Title Phone Number Email 

Vic Beattie Director of Operations 208-771-1372 vbeattie@henkels.com 

Phuc Lee Project Manager 224-760-3210 phle@henkels.com 

Frank Dunton OSP Engineering Manager 808-479-2678 fdunton@henkels.com 

Eric Dold Construction Manager 971-806-8910 edold@henkels.com 

Aaron Spillman Superintendent 503-407-9786 aspillman@henkels.com 
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3. PRICING 
Please see Attachment C1-Pricing-BOM-Sandy-Central-WWTP.pdf   - SandyNet FTTX Design/Build 
Project Fiber Pricing Form for lump sum and unit pricing.  

Inclusions 

Within our completed pricing form, H&M has included all costs necessary to design, engineer, 
administer permit applications, procure, and install all conduit, manholes, handholes, tracer 
wire, splice enclosures, and fiber optic cable to enable a functional broadband network serving 
the locations described within RFP. H&M has also included costs for all design services, labor; 
labor supervision; construction equipment; traffic control in accordance with all jurisdictions 
having authority of the rights-of-way; materials; installation services including backfill, 
replacement of softscape surfaces in accordance with all jurisdictions having authority of the 
rights-of-way; transportation; material and equipment storage; crew staging areas; safety 
meetings; H&M training; onboarding; permits, performance and payment bond premiums; 
safety; and consumable supplies required for the project. 
 
H&M lump sum and unit pricing is based on the network architecture shown within this 
proposal. Should the City be interested in additional network services, we can discuss at our 
bidder interview. 
 
Assumptions 
 Our proposal assumes that the City shall provide cost relief from committed costs should 

the project get delayed, descoped, suspended, or terminated due to funding. 

 Land to be provided by the City of Sandy for temporary use of a project yard. 

Exclusions 

H&M has excluded the following: 

 Night work hours 

 Network electronics and associated inside plant equipment 

 Work requiring licensed electrician 

 Operation and maintenance of the completed network 

 Hardscape restoration of asphault and concrete is excluded in the pricing. To be billed 
upon actual requirement at the unit rate provided in this RFP response. 

 Costs of all permits and/or bonds required by AHJs (warranty bonds, maintenance bonds, 
performance/payment bonds, etc.); fees required by AHJs related to conduit record 
research; easement fees; police detail/patrol; third party inspection fees; OregonDOT 
third party inspection; work monitoring fees; and all other third-party fees related to 
conduit and/or cable occupancy and/or installation. These costs will be paid by H&M and 
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invoiced to the City on a cost plus % fee basis to be negotiated prior to NTP. The City will 
pay deposits directly. 

 Material escalation costs are excluded from this proposal. Since material vendors cannot 
determine future cost escalations, H&M cannot accurately forecast the cost impact to 
the City. Material vendors’ pricing validity will expire prior to the Notice of Award. Should 
H&M be awarded this contract, upon NTP, H&M will request updated pricing and lead 
times for all material. Any cost escalation at time of H&M material orders following NTP 
will be the responsibility of the City.  

 Costs for proposed pathways designed but rejected by AHJs during the permit application 
process.  

 Subsurface Utility Engineering Quality that requires a Professional Engineer (PE) stamp as 
a requirement imposed by AHJs to create plan and profile design drawings is excluded 
and will be charged to the City on a unit price per foot basis. 

 Bridge Attachments. Per H&M initial field and route survey conducted prior to bid 
submittal, bridge attachments for the proposed route will not be required; however, if 
mandated by any AHJ, additional fees will apply. 

 Geotechnical analyses. 

 Bore samples. 

 Oregon 811 ticket fees. 

4. CONTRACT TERMS ACCEPTANCE  
 
H&M’s bid is contingent upon City of Sandy signing H&M’s Construction Service Agreement or 
upon reaching mutually acceptable terms and conditions, including a waiver of consequential 
damages, a limitation of liability, and a cap on liquidated damages. 

5. ATTACHMENTS  
 

A1-SandyCentral-WWTP.kmz 
A2-MDU-Business-SandyNetARPA.kmz  
B1-HM-DesignMapKey.pdf 
C1-Pricing-BOM-Sandy-Central-WWTP.pdf 
D1 – HM Construction Service Agreement 
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SandyNet FTTx Design Build Pricing (Distribution [Includes WWTP])

Est. Qty UOM Unit Price Total

Engineering
OSP Engineering 18,000 LF 1.46$                  26,280.00$             

Construction
Directional Bore 1x2" HDPE 4‐way Future‐Path in Dirt 10,580 LF 32.00$                338,560.00$           

Directional Bore 1x2" HDPE 4‐way Future‐Path (To WWTP) 7,420 LF 31.73$                235,436.60$           

Place 24"x36"x36" Hand Hole In Softscape 90 EACH 1,568.99$          141,209.10$           

Place Pedestal 22 EACH 1,251.02$          27,522.44$             

Proof Duct 18,000 LF 0.57$                  10,260.00$             

Pull 12‐48ct Fiber In Duct (With Slack Loops) 23,000 LF 1.98$                  45,540.00$             

Hardscape Remove and Restore (Asphalt) 1 SF 52.00$                52.00$  

Hardscape Remove and Restore (Concrete) 1 SF 68.00$                68.00$  

Splicing
On‐Reel Testing (Per Fiber) 60 EACH 13.31$                798.60$  

Prep and Place Splice Case 66 EACH 754.02$              49,765.32$             

Single Fusion Splice 800 EACH 31.91$                25,528.00$             

Prep and Place MST 73 EACH 1,048.47$          76,538.31$             

Prep and Place Splitter 24 EACH 330.30$              7,927.20$               

Lump Sum: 985,485.57$           

SandyNet FTTx Design Build Pricing (Drops)

Est. Qty UOM Unit Price Total

Engineering
OSP Engineering 9,500 LF 1.46$                  13,870.00$             

Construction
Directional Bore 1x1.25" Vacant HDPE in Dirt 9,500 LF 21.92$                208,240.00$           

Proof Duct 9,500 LF 0.49$                  4,655.00$               

Pull Pre‐Connectorized Drops 9,500 LF 13.59$                129,105.00$           

Hardscape Remove and Restore (Asphalt) 1 SF 52.00$                52.00$  

Hardscape Remove and Restore (Concrete) 1 SF 68.00$                68.00$  

Splicing
Single Fusion Splice 450 EACH 29.94$                13,473.00$             

Test Fiber (OTDR and Power Meter) 610 EACH 36.85$                22,478.50$             

Place ONT (OSP) 225 EACH 370.30$              83,317.50$             

Lump Sum: 475,259.00$           

Per Each of 450 Services: 1,056.13$               

Overall Contract Value: 1,460,744.57$    
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ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UOM ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UOM

FIBER COUNTS (MAY VARY IN FINAL DESIGN) FIBER COUNTS (MAY VARY IN FINAL DESIGN)

24CT SM Fiber Optic Cable 8,000 LF 12CT SM Fiber Optic Cable 4,500 LF

48CT SM Fiber Optic Cable 6,000 LF

APPROX STORAGE FOOTAGE

24CT SM Fiber Optic Cable 750 LF APPROX STORAGE FOOTAGE

12CT SM Fiber Optic Cable 1,600 LF

CONDUIT 48CT SM Fiber Optic Cable 2,150 LF

2'' HDPE W/ FUTURE BUILD INNERDUCT 8,000 LF

4‐WAY FUTURE‐PATH INNERDUCT W/TRACER (TO GO WITHIN THE 2") 8,000 LF CONDUIT

Mule Tape 10,000 LF 1.25'' SDR 11 HDPE VACANT CONDUIT 9,500 LF

2'' SDR 11 HDPE VACANT CONDUIT 10,000 LF

VAULTS 4‐WAY FUTURE‐PATH INNERDUCT W/TRACER (TO GO WITHIN THE 2") 10,000 LF

NEW 24''X36''X36'' 15 EA Mule Tape 20,000 LF

SPLICE CASES AND SPLICE SLEEVES VAULTS

FOSC 450B SPLICE CASES 1 EA NEW 24''X36''X36'' 75 EA

SINGLE FUSION SPLICE SLEEVES 24 EA

SPLICE CASES AND SPLICE SLEEVES

MULTIPORT SERVICE TERMINALS FOSC 450B SPLICE CASES (FOR NEW AND UPSIZED) 65 EA

MST ‐ 12 PORTS 1 EA SINGLE FUSION SPLICE SLEEVES 776 EA

FIBER OPTIC SPLITTERS

16CT FIBER OPTIC SPLITTER 10 EA

32CT FIBER OPTIC SPLITTER 14 EA

MULTIPORT SERVICE TERMINALS

MST ‐ 4 PORTS 18 EA

MST ‐ 8 PORTS 35 EA

MST ‐ 12 PORTS 19 EA

SandyNet BOM ‐ DISTRIBUTION & DROPS (Excl. WWTP)SandyNet BOM ‐ WWTP

Exhibit D
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H&M 
SandyNet Preliminary Design Key 

New 2’’ HDPE conduit w/ future build innerduct 

New 1-1/4’’ HDPE for drops to SDU’s or single businesses 

Pull new fiber and/or MST tail through existing SandyNet Conduit 

Existing SandyNet ML and/or Conduit 

Existing conduit for Sandy Vista Apts 

Splice Point for F1 fiber to a splitter, F2 fiber splice, or 
splitter to MST tail 

Vault or access point with MST 

New 2x3 vault or access point – used as a pull box 

D-Marc location at MDU – Drop/MST distribution

Exhibit E
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H&M WWTP Legend 

Feature 1

Feature 2

NEW 2'' HDPE W/ 24CT FOC

NEW 2'' HDPE W/ 48CT FOC

NEW VAULT 50' STORAGE

WASTE WATER TREATMENT PLANT

2000 ft

N

➤➤

N

Exhibit F
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Exhibit G 
Knollwood Estates 

400 ft

N

➤➤
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Mainline
Name Item Quantity Unit Price Total

OSP Engineering 2081.4 1.46$           3,038.84$      
Directional Bore 1x2" HDPE 3-way Future-Path in Dirt 2081.4 32.00$         66,604.80$   
Proof Duct 2081.4 0.57$           1,186.40$      

-$                
Pull 12-48ct Fiber in Duct (With Slack Loops) 3031 1.98$           6,001.38$      

-$                
Place 24"x36"x36" Hand Hole In Softscrape 19 1,568.99$   29,810.81$   

Drops 100%
Name Item Quantity Unit Price Total

OSP Engineering 2243.3 1.46$           3,275.22$      
Directional Bore 1x1.25" Vacant HDPE in Dirt 2243.3 21.92$         49,173.14$   
Proof Duct 2243.3 0.49$           1,099.22$      

Overhead
Unplanned Costs 1 25,000.00$ 25,000.00$   

185,189.80$ 

Knollwood Estates (60 potential addresses)
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Exhibit G 
Sandy Industrial Park 

400 ft

N

➤➤
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Mainline
Name Item Quantity Unit Price Total

OSP Engineering 865.9 1.46$           1,264.21$      
Directional Bore 1x2" HDPE 3-way Future-Path in Dirt 865.9 32.00$         27,708.80$   
Proof Duct 865.9 0.57$           493.56$         

-$                
Pull 12-48ct Fiber in Duct (With Slack Loops) 1115.7 1.98$           2,209.09$      

-$                
Place 24"x36"x36" Hand Hole In Softscrape 5 1,568.99$   7,844.95$      

Drops 100%
Name Item Quantity Unit Price Total

OSP Engineering 1082.7 1.46$           1,580.74$      
Directional Bore 1x1.25" Vacant HDPE in Dirt 1082.7 21.92$         23,732.78$   
Proof Duct 1082.7 0.49$           530.52$         

Overhead
Unplanned Costs 1 25,000.00$ 25,000.00$   

90,364.66$   

Industrial Park (37 potential addresses)
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Exhibit G 
Sandy Vista Apartments 

300 ft

N

➤➤
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Mainline
Name Item Quantity Unit Price Total

OSP Engineering 1237 1.46$           1,806.02$      
Directional Bore 1x2" HDPE 3-way Future-Path in Dirt 341 32.00$         10,912.00$   
Proof Duct 1237 0.57$           705.09$         

-$                
Pull 12-48ct Fiber in Duct (With Slack Loops) 1687 1.98$           3,340.26$      

-$                
Place 24"x36"x36" Hand Hole In Softscrape 2 1,568.99$   3,137.98$      

Drops 100%
Name Item Quantity Unit Price Total

OSP Engineering 0 1.46$           -$                
Directional Bore 1x1.25" Vacant HDPE in Dirt 0 21.92$         -$                
Proof Duct 0 0.49$           -$                

Overhead
Unplanned Costs 1 25,000.00$ 25,000.00$   

44,901.35$   

Sandy Vista Apartments (53 Potential Units)
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Exhibit G 
Evans St 

200 ft

N

➤➤
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Mainline
Name Item Quantity Unit Price Total

OSP Engineering 747.2 1.46$           1,090.91$      
Directional Bore 1x2" HDPE 3-way Future-Path in Dirt 747.2 32.00$         23,910.40$   
Proof Duct 747.2 0.57$           425.90$         

-$                
Pull 12-48ct Fiber in Duct (With Slack Loops) 1097.2 1.98$           2,172.46$      

-$                
Place 24"x36"x36" Hand Hole In Softscrape 3 1,568.99$   4,706.97$      

Drops 100%
Name Item Quantity Unit Price Total

OSP Engineering 0 1.46$           -$                
Directional Bore 1x1.25" Vacant HDPE in Dirt 0 21.92$         -$                
Proof Duct 0 0.49$           -$                

Overhead
Unplanned Costs 1 25,000.00$ 25,000.00$   

57,306.64$   

39501 Evans St (24 Potential Units)
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Mainline
Name Item Quantity Unit Price Total

OSP Engineering 858.3 1.46$             1,253.12$      
Directional Bore 1x2" HDPE 3-way Future-Path in Dirt 858.3 32.00$          27,465.60$   
Proof Duct 858.3 0.57$             489.23$         

-$                
Pull 12-48ct Fiber in Duct (With Slack Loops) 1158.3 1.98$             2,293.43$      

-$                
Place 24"x36"x36" Hand Hole In Softscrape 4 1,568.99$     6,275.96$      

Drops 100%
Name Item Quantity Unit Price Total

OSP Engineering 0 1.46$             -$                
Directional Bore 1x1.25" Vacant HDPE in Dirt 0 21.92$          -$                
Proof Duct 0 0.49$             -$                

Overhead
Unplanned Costs 1 25,000.00$   25,000.00$   

62,777.34$   

39662 Evans St (28 Potential Units)
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Exhibit G 
Cedar Park Gardens 

200 ft

N

➤➤
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Mainline
Name Item Quantity Unit Price Total

OSP Engineering 353.6 1.46$           516.26$         
Directional Bore 1x2" HDPE 3-way Future-Path in Dirt 353.6 32.00$         11,315.20$   
Proof Duct 353.6 0.57$           201.55$         

-$                
Pull 12-48ct Fiber in Duct (With Slack Loops) 1687 1.98$           3,340.26$      

-$                
Place 24"x36"x36" Hand Hole In Softscrape 2 1,568.99$   3,137.98$      

Drops 100%
Name Item Quantity Unit Price Total

OSP Engineering 0 1.46$           -$                
Directional Bore 1x1.25" Vacant HDPE in Dirt 0 21.92$         -$                
Proof Duct 0 0.49$           -$                

Overhead
Unplanned Costs 1 25,000.00$ 25,000.00$   

43,511.25$   

Cedar Park Gardens (20 Potential Units)
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Staff Report 

 

Meeting Date: April 4, 2022 

From Jenny Coker, Public Works Director 

SUBJECT: 
CCTV Package for Wastewater Collection System I&I Reduction - 
Basins 6 & 7 

 
DECISION TO BE MADE: 
Whether to authorize the City Manager to enter into an agreement with JNM Services to 
perform CCTV services for the Basins 6 & 7 project. 
 
BACKGROUND / CONTEXT: 
Leeway Engineering Solutions is currently working on the design to rehabilitate the 
mainlines and laterals in basins 6 & 7. This project was started to reduce Inflow and 
Infiltration into the system to reduce the total flow processed at the treatment plant. The 
goal is to construct this project by the end of the year which creates a condensed 
schedule. To accelerate the schedule, the City informally solicited four Closed-circuit 
television (CCTV) inspection companies for quotes to investigate collection system 
mainlines and a laterals.  
  
The CCTV inspection data is necessary for completing the project design and must be 
completed as soon as possible to be able to complete construction prior to the end of 
the year. 
  
Three quotes were received with one unresponsive company. Of the three quotes, two 
were fairly close in cost. It is recommended to select the second lowest bidder due to 
past performance and recommendations. Since this project has a condensed schedule, 
it is critically important to select a CCTV company that has proven efficient and quality 
work to the City previously. A Bid tabulation can be found in the attachments.  
  
The project completion date is anticipated to be December 2022. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
Authorize the City Manager to enter into an agreement with JNM Services to perform 
CCTV services for the Basins 6 & 7 project. 
 
BUDGETARY IMPACT: 
The proposed contract, which totals $111,276.00, will be funded by the State of 
Oregon's grant to the City of Sandy from American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) funding. 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION LANGUAGE: 
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"I move to authorize the City Manager to enter into an agreement with JNM Services in 
the amount of $111,276.00, to perform CCTV services for Basins 6 & 7 of the 
wastewater collection system." 
 
LIST OF ATTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS: 

• Bid tabulation with Engineers recommendation 
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Leeway Engineering Solutions, LCC 
Portland, Oregon | (503) 828-7542 
 

 
March 29, 2022 
 
Ms. Jenny Coker 
Public Works Director 
City of Sandy 
39250 Pioneer Blvd 
Sandy OR 97055 
 
Re:  Basin 6 & 7 CCTV Bid Tabulation  

City of Sandy 
 
Dear Ms. Coker 

   JNM Services Pro Pipe AIMS Companies 
Description QTY Unit Price Total Price  Total Price Total 

CCTV 
Inspection 
of 6”-15” 
Mainline 

41,715 LF  $1.40   $58,401.00   $1.10   $45,886.50   $1.95   $81,344.25  

Lateral 
Launch 

Inspections 
423 EA  

$125.00   $52,875.00   
$135.00   $57,105.00   $215.00   $90,945.00  

Cleaning of 
6”-15” 

Mainline 
0 LF  $1.10   $0   $1.18   $0   $0.40   $0  

Traffic 
Control 1 LS Included   Included    Included Included $10,000.00  $10,000.00  

Mobilization 1 LS Included Included Included Included  $5,000.00   $3,000.00  
Total  $111,276.00    $102,991.50   $185,289.25  

 

RRecommendation 

Four CCTV companies were contacted requesting CCTV and cleaning costs for the upcoming Basin 
6 & 7 project.  Three bids were submitted with one company being unresponsive.  Pro Pipe and 
JNM services came in as the 2 lowest quotes.  The city has rented a sewer jetter to clean the 
mainlines themselves prior to the CCTV work.  The City will also be performing a portion of the 
lateral CCTV inspections so the total bid price will likely fluctuate pending how much the work the 
city is able to complete on their own and how much will be picked up by the selected inspection 
company. 

Pro Pipe has the lowest CCTV costs and total bid cost.  However, since the final number will 
fluctuate and the prices between JNM Services and Pro Pipe are fairly close it is recommended to 
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CCTV Bid Tabulation Page 2 
March 29, 2022 
 

Leeway Engineering Solutions, LCC 
Portland, Oregon | (503) 828-7542 

go with JNM services due to their past success working on similar projects with the City of Sandy.  
The City has had good experiences with JNM services and they have expressed that they are 
available to start work as soon as the City gives them the contract. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Leeway Engineering Solutions, LLC 
Zach Swartzendruber, PE 
Project Engineer 
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BUDGETARY PROPOSAL
Scheduling: Office 503-747-6410

AIMS Companies
6110 NE Croeni Ave. Suite 150

Hillsboro, Oregon 97124
United States

Phone: 503-747-6410
Mobile: 503-545-9640

Toll free: 844-283-0469
www.aimscompanies.com

BILL TO
City of Sandy, OR

Estimate Number: 1485

P.O./S.O. Number: City of Sandy - Basin
6 and 7 Sewer CCTV
and Cleaning

Estimate Date: March 28, 2022

Expires On: April 28, 2022

Grand Total (USD): $203,975.25

Items Quantity Rate Amount

Clean and TV (per LF)
Pre clean and video inspect mainline

41715 $2.35 $98,030.25

Lateral Launch (Each)
video inspect laterals

423 $215.00 $90,945.00

Traffic Control (Cost Plus)
cost plus 10% will be invoiced.
price shown is estimated total traffic control charge

1 $10,000.00 $10,000.00

Mobilization (Lump Sum) 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00

Disposal (Cost Plus)
Disposal cost plus 10% will be invoiced.
Onsite disposal free of charge.

0 $0.00 $0.00

Heavy Cleaning (per hour)
cleaning requiring > 3 passes, mechanical cleaning,
root cutting

0 $375.00 $0.00

Standby Rate (per hour) 0 $540.00 $0.00

Total: $203,975.25

Grand Total (USD): $203,975.25

Page 1 of 2 for Budgetary Proposal #1485
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Notes / Terms

Scope of Work:

1. Clean and video inspect approximately 41,715 LF of 6" - 15" sewer mainline. Cleaning limited to 3 passes.

2. Video inspect 423 laterals from mainline to property line

3. Provide heavy cleaning and traffic control as needed.

4. Dispose of spoils at City of Sandy provided disposal facility.

*SOW is subject to change based on site conditions when crew mobilizes.*

Job Site:

Sandy, OR

Qualifications:

AIMS assumes direct and uninterrupted access to work site and access points. AIMS not responsible for uncovering buried
access points. Assumes nonhazardous spoils disposal if offsite disposal required. Assumes City of Sandy to provide disposal
facility and freshwater access. Crews consists of equipment and operator. AIMS reserves right of stop work authority if unsafe
conditions to persons or property are encountered. T&M rates will be invoiced for all standby time. 4 hour daily minimum for all
services. Hours accrue port to port. This is a good faith estimate for budgeting purposes. Actual quantities will be invoiced.
Estimate is based on provided scope of work, any deviation in SOW will nullify this estimate and a new one will be required.
Overtime rates apply after the first 8 hours in a shift, 40 hours in a week, weekends, and holidays.

Exclusions:

AIMS is not responsible for any construction fees or testing of material. Estimate is subject to change based on any SOW
revisions received after estimate submittal. Builders risk insurance and delays caused to services are excluded from this
estimate. Fuel is provided by AIMS. Delays due to unforeseen conditions are excluded from this estimate. Delays unrelated to
AIMS will be billed at T&M rates. AIMS will not be held liable for unforeseen delays.

Page 2 of 2 for Budgetary Proposal #1485

BUDGETARY PROPOSAL
Scheduling: Office 503-747-6410

AIMS Companies
6110 NE Croeni Ave. Suite 150

Hillsboro, Oregon 97124
United States

Phone: 503-747-6410
Mobile: 503-545-9640

Toll free: 844-283-0469
www.aimscompanies.com
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BUDGETARY PROPOSAL
Scheduling: Office 503-747-6410

AIMS Companies
6110 NE Croeni Ave. Suite 150

Hillsboro, Oregon 97124
United States

Phone: 503-747-6410
Mobile: 503-545-9640

Toll free: 844-283-0469
www.aimscompanies.com

BILL TO
City of Sandy, OR

Estimate Number: 1486

P.O./S.O. Number: City of Sandy - Basin
6 and 7 Sewer CCTV
only

Estimate Date: March 28, 2022

Expires On: April 28, 2022

Grand Total (USD): $185,289.25

Items Quantity Rate Amount

CCTV Inspection (per LF)
Video inspect mainline

41715 $1.95 $81,344.25

Lateral Launch (Each)
Video inspect laterals

423 $215.00 $90,945.00

Traffic Control (Cost Plus)
cost plus 10% will be invoiced.
price shown is estimated total traffic control charge

1 $10,000.00 $10,000.00

Mobilization (Lump Sum) 1 $3,000.00 $3,000.00

Standby Rate (per hour) 0 $265.00 $0.00

Total: $185,289.25

Grand Total (USD): $185,289.25

Notes / Terms

Scope of Work:

1. Video inspect approximately 41,715 LF of 6" - 15" sewer mainline.

2. Video inspect 423 laterals from mainline to property line

*City of Sandy to provide pipe cleaning as necessary*

Page 1 of 2 for Budgetary Proposal #1486
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Notes / Terms

*SOW is subject to change based on site conditions when crew mobilizes.*

Job Site:

Sandy, OR

Qualifications:

AIMS assumes direct and uninterrupted access to work site and access points. AIMS not responsible for uncovering buried
access points. Assumes nonhazardous spoils disposal if offsite disposal required. Crews consists of equipment and operator.
AIMS reserves right of stop work authority if unsafe conditions to persons or property are encountered. T&M rates will be
invoiced for all standby time. 4 hour daily minimum for all services. Hours accrue port to port. This is a good faith estimate for
budgeting purposes. Actual quantities will be invoiced. Estimate is based on provided scope of work, any deviation in SOW will
nullify this estimate and a new one will be required. Overtime rates apply after the first 8 hours in a shift, 40 hours in a week,
weekends, and holidays.

Exclusions:

AIMS is not responsible for any construction fees or testing of material. Estimate is subject to change based on any SOW
revisions received after estimate submittal. Builders risk insurance and delays caused to services are excluded from this
estimate. Fuel is provided by AIMS. Delays due to unforeseen conditions are excluded from this estimate. Delays unrelated to
AIMS will be billed at T&M rates. AIMS will not be held liable for unforeseen delays.
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BUDGETARY PROPOSAL
Scheduling: Office 503-747-6410

AIMS Companies
6110 NE Croeni Ave. Suite 150

Hillsboro, Oregon 97124
United States

Phone: 503-747-6410
Mobile: 503-545-9640

Toll free: 844-283-0469
www.aimscompanies.com
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Description Unit Qty $/Unit Subtotal
1. Mainline Assessment CCTV 

Operated Camera Truck - Main line Video 6" - 15" FT 41,415 $1.40 $57,981.00
2. Lateral Assessment CCTV 

Lateral Launch Only - No Locate EA 423 $125.00 $52,875.00

Lateral Launch Includes Locate EA 423 $145.00

3. Mainline and Lateral Cleaning
Clean Mainline FT 41,415 $1.10 $41,416.10

4. Traffic Planning Services
Design Traffic Control Plans as required EA TBD $150.00

We can work with ODOT to get the required TCP's approved

Notice: This proposal may be withdrawn if not accepted within 30 days

Terms and Conditions

JNM will arrange for flaggers as needed and bill the City of Sandy at cost for those services

City of Sandy to furnish onsite water source at no cost and disposal site for vac truck at no cost

If Bond required add 2%

All permits, fees, engineering, by Owner
This proposal is to be incorporated into any contract or subcontract with JNM Services unless we specifically state otherwise

Above rates are for CCTV Inspection Only, no protrusion removal or cutting included in the bid

Payment to be net 30, no retainage
Acceptance of Proposal

Quantities are estimates, actual costs will be calculated by final numbers of mainline and laterals filmed
****Please note that bypass pumping is excluded and may need to be installed and operational for videoing**** 

Cleaning includes 2 passes with the jetter
If additional cleaning is needed after 2 passes, that will be charged by the hour at $250 per hour

Pricing includes basic traffic control devices as required, if ODOT required messages boards or arrow boards those will be billed at cost

PO Box 895
Halfway, OR 97834

P: 503-849-7278
E: stacy@jnmservices.com

PROPOSAL

WBE/ESB #11710
CCB #223421

Job Location:

Sandy, Oregon 

The above prices, specifications and conditions are satisfactory as stated and hereby accepted. You are authorized to commence work as specified. 
Payment will be made as outline above.

Signature of Acceptance: _________________________________________________

NASSCO Certified

City of Sandy Sewer Rehabiliation

 Date:

3/21/2022

Proposal Submitted To:

City of Sandy
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Page 1 Proposal

Oregon License No. 210754 10650 SW Manhasset Dr, Tualatin, OR 97062

O: 800 784 7473  |  F: 602 861 1423
 Quote # OR: 32522_CCTV Timothy Hunker|  M: 520-269-9994

timothy.hunker@pro-pipe.com  |  pro-pipe.com

City of Sandy 3/24/2022 (503) 668-5310

16610 Champion Way Sewer Infrastructure CCTV Phase 6 & 7

Sandy, OR 97055 Sandy OR

Matthew Degner mdegner@ci.sandy.or.us

IITEM QTY UNIT PRICE

1 41,715            LF $1.10
2 423                  Each $135.00

-                   

GRAND TOTAL:

1
2
3
4
5 Mechanical Cleaning
6 Major Traffic Control
7 Disposal (Owner shall provide local disposal site and cover associated fees)
8 Water (Owner shall provide mobile means of providing water, such as mobile meter or fire hydrant hookup)
9 Pro-Pipe is not responsible for any Liquidated/Consequential Damages due to scheduling conflicts.

 

 30 Days of Invoice

Flow Diversion, Bypass Pumping and Operating Pump Stations

$102,991.50

All material is guaranteed to be as specified. All work to be completed in a workmanlike manner according to standard practices. Any alteration or deviation from above 
specifications involving extra costs will be executed only upon written orders, and will become an extra charge over and above the estimate. All agreements are contingent 
upon strikes, accidents, or delays beyond our control. Maximum allowable interest charge on overdue invoices. Professional Pipe Services will provide certificate of insurance 
upon request.

Excavation of any kind
Permits, Licenses and Performance Bonds
Access (Owner shall provide adequate access)

$102,991.50

Pro-Pipe, Inc.

 DESCRIPTION

CCTV Inspection of 6"-15" Mainline
Lateral Launch Inspections
Note: Traffic Control Cost is included in the LF Price

TOTAL

$45,886.50
$57,105.00

Page 1 of 1
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Page 1 Proposal

Oregon License No. 210754 10650 SW Manhasset Dr, Tualatin, OR 97062

O: 800 784 7473  |  F: 602 861 1423
 Quote # OR: 032522_Cleaning Timothy Hunker|  M: 520-269-9994

timothy.hunker@pro-pipe.com  |  pro-pipe.com

City of Sandy 3/24/2022 (503) 668-5310

16610 Champion Way Sewer Infrastructure CCTV Phase 6 & 7

Sandy, OR 97055 Sandy OR

Matthew Degner mdegner@ci.sandy.or.us

IITEM QTY UNIT PRICE

1 41,715            LF $1.18
-                   
-                   

GRAND TOTAL:

1
2
3
4
5 Mechanical Cleaning
6 Major Traffic Control
7 Disposal (Owner shall provide local disposal site and cover associated fees)
8 Water (Owner shall provide mobile means of providing water, such as mobile meter or fire hydrant hookup)
9 Pro-Pipe is not responsible for any Liquidated/Consequential Damages due to scheduling conflicts.

 

 30 Days of Invoice

Pro-Pipe, Inc.

 DESCRIPTION

Cleaning of 6"-15" Mainline
Note: Traffic Control Cost is included in the LF Price

TOTAL

$49,223.70

All material is guaranteed to be as specified. All work to be completed in a workmanlike manner according to standard practices. Any alteration or deviation from above 
specifications involving extra costs will be executed only upon written orders, and will become an extra charge over and above the estimate. All agreements are contingent 
upon strikes, accidents, or delays beyond our control. Maximum allowable interest charge on overdue invoices. Professional Pipe Services will provide certificate of insurance 
upon request.

Excavation of any kind
Permits, Licenses and Performance Bonds
Access (Owner shall provide adequate access)

$49,223.70

Flow Diversion, Bypass Pumping and Operating Pump Stations

$49,223.70

Page 1 of 1
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CCTV Bid Tabulation Page 2 
March 29, 2022 
 

Leeway Engineering Solutions, LCC 
Portland, Oregon | (503) 828-7542 

go with JNM services due to their past success working on similar projects with the City of Sandy.  
The City has had good experiences with JNM services and they have expressed that they are 
available to start work as soon as the City gives them the contract. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Leeway Engineering Solutions, LLC 
Zach Swartzendruber, PE 
Project Engineer 
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Staff Report 

 

Meeting Date: April 4, 2022 

From Jenny Coker, Public Works Director 

SUBJECT: 
Wastewater Collection System I&I Improvements - Amendment #3: 
Emergency Stormwater Pipeline Repair 

 
DECISION TO BE MADE: 
Whether to approve an amendment to the Inflow and Infiltration Reduction Project 
agreement with Oxbow Construction, to rehabilitate the Tupper Road storm sewer. 
 
BACKGROUND / CONTEXT: 
We asked Oxbow Construction, the Construction Manager/General Contractor (CM/GC) 
for the Collection System Rehabilitation for Inflow and Infiltration Reduction Project 
(RDII) Basin 2 and 8, to submit a proposal for additional rehabilitation of an approximate 
150-ft long 48-inch Corrugated Metal Pipe (CMP) Storm Sewer pipe at Tupper Road.  
Water from this stormwater pipe has been entering the sewer collection system.  The 
bottom of the 48" pipe has eroded away, and stormwater is now moving through the 
ground and entering our sewer system through leaking pipe joints and cracks in a 
manhole.  
  
This is an emergency fix; the stormwater line has failed and is a risk to causing damage 
to the roadway.   
 
Oxbow's proposed Change Order for the additional Tupper Road Storm Sewer 
Rehabilitation totals $151,959.60. The unit prices and subcontractor/equipment supplier 
quotes have been reviewed by the design engineer, Leeway Engineer Solutions and 
found to be reasonable. 
 
The City originally entered a Construction Manager / General Contractor (CM/GC) 
contract with Oxbow Construction on November 25, 2020. Two Guaranteed Maximum 
Price (GMP) Amendments have previously been approved for $7,451,589.64.  
 
The total project costs for the collection system improvements, which include the 
previously approved two GMP packages will conclude at a guaranteed maximum price 
of $7,603,549.24. The project completion date is anticipated May 2022. The City 
Attorney has stated that the emergency storm water repair may be added to the CM/GC 
contractor’s scope of services as an amendment. 
  
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
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Authorize the City Manager to enter into an agreement with Oxbow Construction for 
Amendment No. 3, and delegate authority to staff to identify the most prudent budgetary 
approach for funding the improvements and bring back to Council for a future budget 
resolution transfer.  
 
BUDGETARY IMPACT: 
The proposed amendment, which totals $151,959.60, can come from multiple funding 
mechanisms such as Business Oregon financing, the City's allocation of ARPA funds, or 
General Fund contingency. The Stormwater Fund does not have enough funds 
available to allocate to this project. 
  
Staff have reached out to Business Oregon to inquire about obtaining a low interest loan 
for completing the project and it is very likely eligible. A loan would require the city to 
increase our stormwater fees for the debt service, which are incredibly low for a 
community of our size already at only $3.50/month. Alternatively, the Council could 
allocate a portion of the City's $2.5 million in ARPA funding towards the project. The 
City has about $1.1 million of tranche 2 in ARPA funds (expected August 2022) that has 
yet to be committed. Using the ARPA funds or general fund contingency would avoid 
the need to take on additional debt in the fund and reserve rate increases towards other 
stormwater utility capital and operations.  
 
SUGGESTED MOTION LANGUAGE: 
"I move to Authorize the City Manager to enter into an agreement with Oxbow 
Construction for Tupper Road Storm Sewer Rehabilitation in the amount of 
$151,959.60." 
 
LIST OF ATTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS: 

• Oxbow Construction’s Amendment No. 3 Proposal  
• Photos of Damaged Sewer Pipe 
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48 Inch CMP Liner Rehabilitation Project

Troutdale OR 97060
31005 East Historic Columbia River Hwy

Oxbow Construction

Jim Hall, Estimator
503-766-8635

Contact:
Phone:
Fax:

Job Name:Quote To: Rob Lee, Leeway Engineering Sandy 48" CMP Liner Rehabilitation
12-14-21Date of Plans:Mike Walker, City of Sandy

Phone: Revision Date: N/A
Fax:

See Assumptions, Clarifications, Exclusions

AMOUNTITEM DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PRICE

Supervision 4,690.89LS1.00      1010 4,690.89
Prep Access/Steel Plates 5,010.65LS1.00      1015 5,010.65
Procure Liner 52,191.00LS1.00      1020 52,191.00
Bypass Pumping/Diversion 1,130.31DAY10.00      1025 11,303.10
Construct Access to 48" For Insertion 2,191.18LS1.00      1027 2,191.18
Exc and Repair Spots 12,187.50EA2.00      1030 24,375.00
Grout Fill Bottom of Pipe 71.73LF150.00      1040 10,759.50
Exc/Prep Pulling Pit/Anchor Block 2,125.51LS1.00      1045 2,125.51
Liner Prep Work 9,248.16LS1.00      1050 9,248.16
Remove Protruding Taps 452.37EA3.00      1055 1,357.11
Install and Inflate Liner 7,579.30LS1.00      1060 7,579.30
Cure Liner 3,048.04LS1.00      1070 3,048.04
Complete End Seals 2,439.31EA2.00      1080 4,878.62
Third Party Testing 1,250.00LS1.00      1090 1,250.00
TV Post Liner Installation Inpection 1,562.50LS1.00      1093 1,562.50
Reconstruct 48" Pipe at Insertion 5,421.16LS1.00      1095 5,421.16
Remove Access/Demobe 3,025.25LS1.00      1100 3,025.25
Minor Restoration 1,942.63LS1.00      1110 1,942.63

GRAND TOTAL $151,959.60

NOTES: 
Assumptions:

1.  Oxbow will construct a steel plated access to the Manhole located in the park area 

2.  In order to provide access for insertion of the 48" lining cans and liner materials into the 48" CMP storm pipe, Oxbow will 
excavate down to the top of the 48" CMP pipe and expose the pipe.  The top one-half of the pipe will be cut and removed for a 
length of about 6ft-8ft.  

This access opening will be used to insert the liner into the pipe and allow for preparation for lining. 
Page 1 of 3

EXHIBIT A
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Following the liner installation, the removed pipe section will be replaced and welded into its original position and then 
backfilled with concrete light fill (CLSM).  Following the CLSM curing, the pipe will be backfilled with native spoils and the 
area restored.

In order to facilitate the pulling of the liner into position, Oxbow will excavate at one end of the pipe in the invert area, prior to 
repairing/grouting the invert, and will constuct a 12" x 12" x 5ft deep concrete anchor block.  The anchor block will be fitted 
with a pulling point to all the liner to be pulled into postion.  

Following pulling the liner into position, the pulling point will be cut flush to the invert of the pipe.

Additionally, Oxbow may construct 2-3 insert-a-tee connections to the pipe in order to allow for feeding hoses and cords into 
the pipe to further facilitate thew lining process.  Following the work, these access ports will be cut below grade and 
capped/Plugged.  2x4 markers will be placed similar to lateral markers at these locations.   

The base grouting of the pipe invert will be completed by cleaning the entire pipe section an removing any deleterious/loose 
materials from the bottom area.  A 1/2" pea rock mix will be placed in the bottom zection only to provide a firm, uniform 
surface to line against.  this is not intended to be water tight nor provide any structural integrity as there is no structural design 
to adhere to in completing this task.

The liner will be terminated at each Manhole end using a Weco Seal.  

The estimte includes a contingency amount of 1250.00 for third party CIPP Liner testing if required.

This proposal is good for 30 days following receipt and as dated below.

------------------------------------------------------
Proposal includes:

BOLI Wages as of July 2021.
All work as noted.
Third Party Testing if required.
Post TV liner Inspection.
------------------------------------------------------
Proposal excludes:

Liner Engineering, structural engineering.
Surveying
Contaminated materials handling, removal, treatment, disposal.
Tree removal
Landscaping other than hand-cast seeding.
Leak testing, pressure testing, etc.
Pre-TV Inspection
Groundwater/perched water dewatering.
Welding inspection of CMP pipe.
Concrete inspection/testing
Permits of any kind.
Bonds
Special insurance above Oxbow's Standard Construction policies and limits.

Signed: _______________________
           (Jim Hall, Estimator)

Dated:  _______________________

Oxbow Construction, a dba of Iron Horse Excavation LLC
CCB #166020

Page 2 of 3
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DBE/WBE/#7618

Proposal good for 30 days following date above.

Page 3 of 3

*Proposal is currently valid, per email from Oxbow dated 3/14/22.
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